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ABSTRACT
THROWING, CATCHING, AND BALANCING OF A DISK WITH A DISK-SHAPED END
EFFECTOR BY USING A TWO-LINK MANIPULATOR
Sandeep Reddy Erumalla, MS
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2018
Ji-Chul Ryu, Director
Robots are specially designed to do our needs in every field, mainly in manufacturing,
automation, pharmaceuticals, and aerospace. Typically, robots are equipped with a gripper to grasp
objects easily. While they function well, they can be very complex and require extensive linkages
and computational power for them to operate with ease. Handling an object without a gripper is
known as non-prehensile manipulation. Among non-prehensile manipulation methods, throwing,
presumably followed by catching, can be used to transport objects at higher heights or longer
distances than is achievable for manipulator arm with a traditional grasping manipulation method.
In this thesis, throwing, catching, and balancing of an object by using a two-link planar
manipulator is presented. Given a goal position, required release position and velocity are
determined for throwing. The throwing non-prehensile manipulation is proposed in consideration
with the hand-object dynamics between the ready and release motions to achieve the release
position and velocity. The interaction between the hand and object is studied to design a desired
trajectory of the arm. Catching control is achieved by using the object position as the target to the
end effector of the manipulator in X directional motion while keeping the motion in Y-direction
as a constant. Balancing control is then implemented to the disk-shaped end effector to prevent the
object from falling after catching. The vision system is used to track the object. As a preliminary
work, motor modeling was performed to find the motor’s parameters and test the motors as joint

actuators while object tracking is done through a vision system. The inverse dynamics control law
is used to find the command torque at each joint motor. In this work, throwing, catching, and
balancing are executed together in sequence to achieve the objective of this work. The proposed
approaches are simulated in MATLAB and then implemented on an experimental setup for
verification. Finally, experimental results are provided and compared with the simulation results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Have you ever wondered whether we could survive and sustain for even a single day in
this world without things made by robots? Yes, we can. In the Stone Age, people did not know
what a machine was or how they could use for our needs. People used to do everything by
themselves. For instance, they used to prepare their food by using fire, they used to travel through
bullock cart, and they used some sharp rocks for hunting. But after inventing robots, humans
realize that robots can work much faster with high efficiency than the humans and they can also
save plenty of time. The modern concept began to be developed with the beginning of the
industries, which made powerful machines with small motors possible.
The use of robots has spread in manufacturing to surround a range of applications
in medicine, education, industry, automation, and even farming. In a world where driverless
cars are no longer a mere fantasy, robotic advances once seen as science fiction pipe dreams
are becoming increasingly real. Everyone assumes that robots seem like humans, but robots
are just machines that work with the desired commands given by humans. For example, the
job of the robot in Figure 1 is to pick that object with the help of grippers and place it in
the desired location. This robot can be useful for baseball and soccer practice. Almost eve ry
item is going to be manufactured with machines only. Most of the machines in industries
widely used are robots. For robots, in fact, it is common to identify manufacturing
applications mostly carried out with manipulators.
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Figure 1 Pick and Place Iindustrial Robot (Source:
http://img.directindustry.com/images_di/photom2/18653-9133563.jpg)

Nowadays automation is an emerging field. When it comes to applications related to fields
such as industry, space, and entertainment, automation has become an indispensable tool.
However, implementing automation for all tasks would be costly, as we cannot assign multiple
tasks to a single designed system. The presence of robots in our society is increasing and the same
criteria for a classification of robotics are multiple. Traditionally, we can distinguish between
industrial and service robotics.
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For industrial robotics, in fact, it is common to identify manufacturing applications mostly
carried out with manipulators, which have been adopted with the primary aim of helping the
workers in repetitive, heavy, and dangerous tasks. These are commonly equipped with grippers
and therefore they can be used to do only a limited amount of work. For instance, Figure 2 shows
the conventional robot with grippers. Now if the cylindrical object manipulated by the robot in
Figure 1 changes with its specifications in terms of size and shape, we might need to change the
gripper, which would be an issue again. Therefore, to minimize the changes needed for the system
handling multiple sizes or shapes, making the system work without grippers could be a possible
solution. One design method available is non-prehensile manipulation.

Figure 2 Welding Automation Robot (Source:
https://zdnet3.cbsistatic.com/hub/i/r/2017/03/20/acf11961-f4dc-44dd-b6a0797e05858819/resize/770xauto/5be1ea4dc07682f33055870925fe8c11/pic.jpg)
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1.1 Motivation
In general, robots can work continuously and more precisely; mainly they are utilized to save
time and/or increase productivity. It can go where humans cannot reach easily, like underground,
deep sea level, space, and nuclear plant. It can also enhance human skills in different fields, for
instance, sports, cinematography, and photography, etc.
Non-prehensile manipulation is manipulating objects without grasping it with a hand or
gripper. A few examples of non-prehensile manipulation are pulling, pushing, rolling, dribbling,
throwing and catching. What if the object is too heavy to grab with our hands? Then we can use
those non-prehensile manipulations. Figure 3 shows an example of non-prehensile manipulation
in the realworld; a small boy cannot lift that heavy rock but may manage to transport it from one
place to another by rolling it.

Figure 3 Example of Non-Prehensile Manipulation (Source:
https://previews.123rf.com/images/andyland/andyland1208/andyland120800015/14742507Child-pushing-great-heavy-ball-Stock-Photo.jpg)
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If we want to balance a ball on a plate by using our hand, we will simply analyze the ball
position and we can balance easily. We need to build the system with all the requirements which
can act like brain, eyes, hands. So we decided to build the system with PC 104 microcontroller as
brain, vision system (OptiTrack Prime 13) as eyes, and links/motors as hands. Just like humans
analyze the position and velocity of the object while catching, we are trying to implement the same
method to analyze the position and velocity of the object and give the command to the manipulator
to achieve the desired position for catching.
Figure 4 shows an example of non-prehensile rolling manipulation of a butterfly robot
balancing a ball very smoothly without any disturbance without losing the ball from the
manipulator.

Figure 4 Non-Prehensile Rolling Manipulation of a Butterfly Robot (Source:
https://www.dis.uniroma1.it/~labrob/images/butterfly_front.jpg)
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1.2 Literature Review
To understand the complete concept, this literature review has been done on non-prehensile
manipulation related to the thesis work: throwing, catching, and balancing.
Stockmann et al. [1] developed a control law for throwing and catching of a rectangular
object with a flat end effector using three links. This system operates on frictionless table, with a
vision system and motors with links. The system has three degrees of freedom (DOF) to cope with
different release and goal positions. In addition, balancing of an object is carried right after
catching. The catching control law works for both convex concave-shaped polygonal objects.
Pekarovskiy et al. [2] developed a non-prehensile throwing manipulation of a rectangular
object with a flat end effector. This system has three degrees of freedom (DOF) with three links.
The optimal reference trajectories are finalized out for all the positions. The authors used the same
goal position with various release positions and velocity. Robustness was investigated by varying
the parameters as object inertia and friction between the end effector and the object.
Ryu et al. [3] presented the control of non-prehensile rolling manipulation by balancing a
disk on a disk. This system operates on a frictionless air table balancing an object on top of the
acuated disk (hand) with a camera using vision system. The camera is used to track the object
position to give position feedback. The controller was designed to balance the object on the disk
upright by controlling the hand. The system has only one degree of freedom and the hand only
rotates about a fixed axis. In this thesis, our work is an extension of this work by using two-link
manipulator system with balancing.
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Batz et al. [4] explained a non-prehensile catching

manipulation of a seven-link

manipulator. the authors proposed catching spherical objects by using a flat end effector which has
seven degrees of freedom (DOF). Balancing algorithm after catching is developed and the control
law is based on force/torque feedback. The authors also proposed two different types of catching
methods, i.e., direct catch and indirect catch. The control law of the direct catch is designed in such
a way that the end effector catches the object by travelling along with the object by decreasing
velocity. In the indirect catch, the end effector creates one obstacle to change the object’s desired
path into its own convenient path, and the next process is followed by a direct catch.
Miyashita et al. [5] developed a throwing manipulation with only a one-DOF revolute joint.
Goal position is chosen to throw the object to outside of the movable range of the robot. Constraints
are taken into account based on the object position on the link. Optimization control strategy is
proposed considering modeling errors and performance limits.
August et al. [6] developed a control law for accurate throwing using two-finger pneumatic
gripper that can release during acceleration phase. The goal position is tracked by a tracking
system. Throwing is proposed by executing path planning which includes three phases:
acceleration, parabola, and deceleration.
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1.3 Objective
Our main goal is throwing and catching followed by balancing of an object by using a twolink manipulator of non-prehensile manipulation. Given a goal position, release position and
velocity is determined. The throwing method is proposed in consideration with the hand-object
dynamics between the ready and release positions. The interaction between the hand and object is
studied in the design of a desired trajectory of the arm. A vertical straight-line motion is developed
for a preliminary test to verify that our system has the capability of throwing an object to a certain
distance. Next task is to throw an object at various desired positions. First, some preparatory work
needs to be done, such as motor modeling and trajectory tracking to find the motor parameters and
verify the motor’s trajectory tracking capability. Figure 5 visualizes the throwing approach to reach
the target position.

Figure 5 Throwing Approaches to Various Targets
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For throwing manipulation, the system is proposed to follow two phases as shown in Figure
6. In phase I (Figure 6a), we design a trajectory for the end effector to follow so that the object has
the required velocity at the release position to reach the goal. After release, the object follows with
the release velocity a projectile path and reaches the goal position in phase II (Figure 6b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6 (a) Phase I: Manipulator Ready Position to Release Position (b) Phase II: Object
Release Position to Goal Position After Throwing

As shown in Figure 7, after throwing, catching of an object will take place. The catching
control law is designed in such a way that the x-coordinate of the end effector follows that of the
object in free flight. The setpoint control method is implemented such that the manipulator follows
the object center in x-coordinate. As soon as catchig takes place, a linearized balancing control
method is executed to balance the object to prevent falling from the end effector.
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Figure 7 Complete Overview of Throwing and Catching Process
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2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This chapter gives an overview of the system developed by explaining various components
of the system briefly. Figure 8 shows the schematic of the system. It consists of a frictionless air
table, vision cameras (OptiTrack Prime 13) connected to vision computer, a switch (Cisco switch)
to connect the camera to the vision system, a two-link robotic arm, DC motors (Maxon) equipped
with encoders, motor amplifiers (Junus), and PC/104 controller running on Windows 7 OS.

Figure 8 The Schematic of the Experimental Setup [9]
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This work began with the development of a robotic platform to provide a frictionless
support air-hockey table used as a base for the manipulator arm. This platform was designed and
developed by Barai [7], having the capability to tilt from 60° to 180°. A two-link manipulator arm
with a circular end effector was designed and developed by Pasupuleti [8]; later it was modified
by Syed [9] based on new motor shaft dimension. A vision system has the capability of tracking
the position and orientation of the object. The cameras are connected to the vision computer to PC
104 via the Cisco switch. PC 104 is a controller kind of mini-computer running on Windows 7 to
form an embedded stack consisting of an analog, digital IO, and encoder boards. The vision data
is processed on the PC 104 stack to generate control output command that is sent to the motors
through the Junus amplifier. The amplifier converts analog voltage input to corresponding current
to drive the motors.

Manipulator Platform and Arms

This manipulator platform consists of a general air-hockey table, which plays a key role in
eliminating the friction between the object and the base. As seen in Figure 9, an 80  20 extruded
aluminum frame surrounding the air-hockey table provides external support to the entire system.
The system is also capable of tilting top surface from 60° to 180° to control the effect of gravity.
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Figure 9 Manipulator Platform

The two-link manipulator arm (Figure 10) is made of 7075 aircraft-grade aluminum alloy
of thickness ½ inch since the material is lightweight and has more tensile strength, The circular
holes are to reduce the total weight of the links, and stress and fatigue analysis was performed.
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Figure 10 Manipulator Arms (Links)

Dc Motors

Selection of motors is a crucial part to achieve accurate motion control with required
torque. Optical incremental encoders are also assembled to record the motor position. Table 1
shows the chosen motor specification based on the loading conditions. At joint 0 we placed a hightorque motor of 18.8 Nm having the capability of lifting remaining links. Similarly, at joint 1, we
placed a motor with 9.0 Nm torque. Finally, the last motor does not need high torque, it needs high
speed, so we chose 3.5 Nm torque and 291 rpm for balancing the object. Figure 11 shows the
assembly of a motor, gearhead, and incremental encoder.
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Figure 11 DC Gear Motor (Source:
https://www.maxonmotor.com.au/medias/sys_master/root/8811015503902/erin-4-web.jpg)

Table 1 Maxon Motor Specifications
Motor at Joint
Joint 0
Joint 1
Joint 2

Rated Torque
18.8 Nm
9.0 Nm
3.5 Nm

Rated Speed
48 rpm
102 rpm
291 rpm

Gear Ratio
156
74
26

Weight
2.1 lb.
2.1 lb.
1.9 lb.

Amplifier

A power amplifier or motor driver is required for sending the current command to the
motor. Since the current output from the PC 104 is not enough to run the motors, so we need an
amplifier. It basically receives the signal command from the PC 104 in the form of voltage and
sends the equivalent current to motors, which is sourced from external power supply. Amplifiers
are initialized and configured for each motor based on its specification.
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Vision System

A vision tracking system is used to track the position and orientation of the object disk. the
chosen system consists of, OptiTrack prime 13 cameras with Motive software. The tasks to set up
the vision system include the volume setup, calibration, masking, wanding, applying result,
recording and take management, marker setup, rigid body labeling, applying results and manual
marker labeling. Figure 12 shows camera calibration process consist of calibration and setting up
the ground plane. Main steps are given below.

Figure 12 Motive OptiTrack Calibration Window (Source:
https://v20.wiki.optitrack.com/images/e/eb/CalibPane_Calibration.png)
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Volume Setup:
1. Multicamera 2D view
2. Zoom to fit
3. Block visible markers – keep changing
4. Clear blocking – clear all masking
5. Manual masking – draw circular/square mask

Calibration:

1. Prepare and optimize the capture setup.
2. Mask extraneous reflections that cannot be removed from capture volume.
3. Collect calibration samples: wanding.
4. Calculate and review the calibration results.
5. Set the ground plane.

Selection of rigid body needs to be done carefully because if the markers are placed
symmetrically then swapping would occur between the axes and consequently orientation of the
rigid body will change simultaneously. After creating a rigid body, we are able to see the real-time
information by selecting the rigid body properties. Figure 13 shows the position and orientation of
a rigid body in X, Y, and Z-directions. Live streaming should be enabled to stream the object data
at every frame rate. Figure 14 gives the complete window of the OptiTrack software, Motive, after
initialization.
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Figure 13 Rigid Body Creation and Its Real-Time Streaming Data (Source1:
https://v20.wiki.optitrack.com/images/3/35/Assets_AddMarkerRB.png )

Figure 14 Complete Window of Motive OptiTrack Prime 13 with Rigid Body and Its Streaming
Data

Technically, data streaming takes place in both ways: 1) exporting the data by recording
the object position and orientation and 2) live streaming by using transmission control protocol/
internet protocol(TCP/IP) between client and server system. Next step is to connect the vision
system (client system) with the vision cameras and PC/104 (server system) by using Cisco switch.
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Object

The object shown in Figure 15, a circular disk was chosen to be balanced on the circular
end effector. But, the thickness of the object is 25.4 mm and made of plastic and foam type of
material to reduce the total weight. Marker is placed asymmetrically to avoid unwanted swapping
in the orientation as explained above. The Figure shows the location of the four reflective markers
on the object.

Figure 15 Disk-Shaped Object with Reflective Markers

The centroid of the markers is given by

𝑋𝑐 =

𝑌𝑐 =

𝑋1 + 𝑋2 + 𝑋3 + 𝑋4
4
𝑌1 + 𝑌2 + 𝑌3 + 𝑌4
4

where 𝑋𝑐 and 𝑌𝑐 denotes the coordinates of each markers.
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Since this centroid is not located on the geometric center of the object, appropriate
transformation needs to be done to correctly track the center of the object. After creating a rigid
body, Motive OptiTrack gives the orientation of the object in four-dimensional quaternion angles
(𝑞𝑥 , 𝑞𝑦 , 𝑞𝑧 , 𝑞𝑤 )
Since our system operates in a plane, the orientation to axis perpendicular to the plane is
necessary. Using the quaternion, it is given by

𝑦𝑎𝑤 = −𝑎 tan 2 ((2 ((𝑞𝑤 𝑞𝑦 ) − (𝑞𝑧 𝑞𝑥 ))) , (1 − 2 ((𝑞𝑦 𝑞𝑦 ) − (𝑞𝑧 𝑞𝑧 ))))

Here, Atan2(x,y) is called argument arctangent function, which gives an angles in the range
𝜋 𝜋

of (- 2 , 2 ) also equal to the angle 𝜃, which is written as
cos 𝜃 =

𝑥
1

(𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 )2
sin 𝜃 =

𝑦
1

(𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 )2
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3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
3.1 Equation of Motion
Using the Euler-Lagrange equation, the equation of motion is derived by
𝑀(𝑞) 𝑞̈ + 𝐵(𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) 𝑞̇ + 𝑔(𝑞) = 𝜏
where M is the inertia matrix, B𝑞̇ is the centrifugal and Coriolis terms, g accounts for the
gravitational forces, and 𝜏 is the input torque.
The (k,j)th element of the matrix B is defined as [10]
1 𝜕𝑚𝑘𝑗

𝑏𝑘𝑗 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 2 {

𝜕𝑞𝑖

+

𝜕𝑚𝑘𝑖
𝜕𝑞𝑗

+

𝜕𝑚𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑞𝑘

} 𝑞̇ 𝑖

(1)

where 𝑞 = [𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , 𝑞3 , 𝑠ℎ ]𝑇 and qi are the joint angles as described in Figure 16. Here 𝑠ℎ is the
arch length parameter that parameterizes the curve of the end effector [3]

Figure 16 Two-Link Planar Arm
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We leave the detailed expressions and derivation of the elements in the Appendix A, which were
previously derived in [8]. The sketch of the derivation is as follows [10]
i.

Calculate the total kinetic energy K using the linear ang angular velocities of each link.

ii.

Find the inertia matrix M using 𝐾 =

iii.

Find the B matrix using Eq. 1.

iv.

Find the gravity vector g from the potential energy.

1
2

𝑞 𝑇̇ 𝑀𝑞̇ .

Finally, the derived equation of motion in matrix form is [10]
𝑀(𝑞) 𝑞̈ + 𝐵(𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) 𝑞̇ + 𝑔(𝑞) = 𝛵
𝑚11
𝑚21
where 𝑀 = [𝑚
31
𝑚41

𝑚12
𝑚22
𝑚32
𝑚42

𝑚13
𝑚23
𝑚33
𝑚43

𝑚14
𝑚24
𝑚34 ]
𝑚44
𝑏11
𝑏
𝐵 = [ 21
𝑏31
𝑏41

𝑏12
𝑏22
𝑏32
𝑏42

𝑏13
𝑏23
𝑏33
𝑏43

𝑏14
𝑏24
]
𝑏34
𝑏44

𝑔 = [𝑔1 , 𝑔2 , 𝑔3 , 𝑔4 ]𝑇
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3.2 Non-Prehensile Manipulation Approaches
3.2.1 Throwing
Throwing an object can be defined as giving an initial velocity in x- and y-directions given
the goal position, followed by a projectile motion in free flight. In this chapter, a throwing approach
is proposed with different phases. Based on this approach, we design a control law using inverse
dynamics method to achieve the throwing motion. The throwing strategy is explained below.
We consider the throwing process takes place in two phases. The first phase involves our
manipulator to reach the release position from the ready position generating a required velocity at
the release position. A straight-line trajectory is designed for the center of hand between the ready
and release positions. The second phase is with a free flight of the object after release. The object’s
motion to the target position is governed by the initial velocity given from phase I. We design this
approach such that the target position becomes the peak point of the projectile motion. We explain
the phase II first in more detail below since the phase II motion determines the conditions of
phase I.
Phase – II
In this phase, the object is thrown with an initial velocity at the release position. The object
reaches the goal position through a projectile motion. Here the release is defined as the object loses
contact with the hand. Given goal position, the release position and velocity of the object are
calculated. Figure 17 shows the object is at the goal position after throwing. The calculation of the
release position and velocity based on the goal position is given below.
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Figure 17 Object Release Position to Goal Position

The main constraint in our system is the object should not go beyond the workspace defined
by X-limit, which our manipulator arm cannot reach, and Y-limit, which is out of field of view,
where H is the height of the projectile and (𝑥𝑟 , 𝑦𝑟 ) and (𝑥𝑔 , 𝑦𝑔 ) are the release and goal positions
respectively shown in Figure 18. The constraints in Y-direction are that we cannot throw an object
below −0.1m due to the workspace limitation and the goal position cannot be higher than 0.8 m
due to camera coverage.
𝑦𝑟 > −0.1
𝑦𝑔 < 0.8
Since 𝑦𝑔 − 𝑦𝑟 = 𝐻
𝑦𝑔 − 𝐻 > −0.1

(2)
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Figure 18 Object Projectile Motion

On the other hand, using projectile motion, y-distance at peak is also given by
1
𝐻 = ( ) 𝑔𝑡𝑝2
2
where 𝑡𝑝 is the time to reach the peak point and g is the gravitational acceleration. Using the
equation above, we obtain
1
𝑦𝑔 − ( ) 𝑔𝑡𝑝2 > −0.1
2
(2( 𝑦𝑔 +0.1)

𝑡𝑝 < √

𝑔

(3)

Similarly, in X-direction, release position should be always less than the manipulator arm’s
total length. From E.g. (3) we calculate the time 𝑡𝑝 based on the object goal position:
𝑥𝑟 < 𝑙1 + 𝑙2

(4)
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0.15 < 𝑥𝑔 < 0.5
where 𝑙1 and 𝑙2 are the lengths of link 1 and link 2.
Since we are considering throwing in the vertical direction, the release velocity of the
object in the X direction is zero:
(𝑣𝑟 )𝑥 = 0

(5)

At the peak point of the projectile motion, the release velocity of the object in Y-direction is given
by the velocity in the y-direction at the peak is zero. From the kinematics,
(𝑣𝑟 )𝑦 = √2 𝑔 𝐻

(6)

By using the initial velocity, time, and acceleration, we have
1

𝑦𝑔 − 𝑦𝑟 = (𝑣𝑟 )𝑦 . 𝑡𝑝 − (2) . 𝑔 . 𝑡𝑝 2
𝑅
2

− 𝑥𝑟 = (𝑣𝑟 )𝑥 𝑡𝑝

(7)

(8)

The object release position, velocity, and time to reach the object to the goal position are
determined by Equations. (7) and (8). Now we have the initial and final positions of the object
with the initial velocity in phase II. This object initial velocity is going to be the final velocity of
the hand in phase I. Based on this information we are going to find the release position in terms of
the hand position:
𝑥𝑟 = 𝑥ℎ𝑟

(9)

𝑦𝑟 = 𝑦ℎ𝑟 + (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 )

(10)
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where 𝑥ℎ𝑟 and 𝑦ℎ𝑟 are the hand release positions
The Equations (9) and (10) are for only vertical straight-line motion. For a motion that has
an initial throwing angle,
𝑥𝑟 = 𝑥ℎ𝑟 − (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin(𝜂2 )
𝑦𝑟 = 𝑦ℎ𝑟 + (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos(𝜂2 )
where 𝜂2 represents the angle of the center of the object with respect to the vertical y-axis.
Now the release angle 𝛷 of the object in the projectile is given by
𝛷 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 ((𝑣𝑟 )𝑦 , (𝑣𝑟 )𝑥 )
From Figure 19, the release angle is related to 𝜂2 in a way that
𝛷 + 𝜂2 = 𝜋/2

Figure 19 Position of Object on Hand
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Phase I
In this phase, we control the arm motion so that the calculated release velocity from the
phase II can be achieved to throw an object. Figure 20(a) shows the ready position of the
manipulator and Figure 20(b) shows the releasing position to throw the object.

(a)

(b)

Figure 20 Manipulator Arms Moving from Ready Position to Release Position with Final
Velocity

In this phase, we determine a vertical straight-line trajectory which the hand is supposed to
follow from release to ready position.
A vertical straight-line trajectory can be parametrized by
𝑥 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
and a cubical polynomial in y:

(11)
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𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑎1 𝑡 3 + 𝑎2 𝑡 2 + 𝑎3 𝑡 + 𝑎4

(12)

The coefficients ai can be uniquely determined by the initial and final conditions obtained above:
𝑦(0) = 𝑦ℎ𝑖 , 𝑦̇ (0) = 0, 𝑦(𝑡𝑓 ) = 𝑦ℎ𝑟 and 𝑦̇ (𝑡𝑓 ) = 𝑦̇ ℎ𝑟
where 𝑦ℎ𝑖 and 𝑦ℎ𝑟 are the initial and final positions of Y-coordinates of the hand, 𝑦̇ ℎ𝑟 is the velocity
of the hand in Y-direction, and 𝑡𝑓 is the final time.
Finally, if the hand is following the designed trajectory, the hand would reach the release
position with the desired release velocity, consequently the object as well.
For angled throwing, we design a straight-line motion for the end effector [8]:
𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏
Now we need to consider a cubic polynomial in terms of time 𝑡 in the direction as well:
𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑎1 𝑡 3 + 𝑎2 𝑡 2 + 𝑎3 𝑡 + 𝑎4
where m is the slope of the straight-line equation and written as

𝑚=

(𝑦ℎ𝑖 − 𝑦ℎ𝑟 )
(𝑥ℎ𝑖 − 𝑥ℎ𝑟 )

and the intercept b is given by
𝑏 = 𝑦ℎ𝑖 − 𝑚 𝑥ℎ𝑖
Using this trajectory, we can throw the object to the given goal position by considering
appropriate 𝜂2 achieved by balancing control.
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Initially at the ready position, the object is placed on the hand and balancing control is
executed throughout the throwing process to make the object stabilize at the center. While the
object is being balanced at the desired angle, 𝜂2 reaches the release position giving the desired
release angle. Based on the initial and position of the end effector, joint angles are calculated by
using the inverse kinematics. We design the control law by using the inverse dynamics method
[10] based on the equation of motion.

3.2.2 Catching
Catching of an object requires the position and orientation feedback of an object. For this,
we are using a vision system to get the position data of an object in real-time streaming. Figure 21
shows the catching position of the arm.

Figure 21 Catching Approach
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Our catching strategy consists of two stages. In the first stage, when the object is in flight
motion, the manipulator is going to follow the object in the x-direction while keeping Y position
as constant. In stage II, actual catching takes place in a way moving the end effector down along
the object motion to catch smoothly by avoiding bouncing. In this end, the arm motion in the
second stage is proposed as below. When the object gets close to the hand within a certain distance
the arm/hand will start moving downwards in Y-direction according to the object’s velocity. When
contact takes place, catching control ends and balancing control starts. To create this direct
catching motion, a trajectory tracking is implemented with the initial velocity as the object velocity
at the beginning of stage II and the final velocity as zero with a cubic polynomial for y(t). After
catching, the end effector comes to stop using a set point control.
Using the inverse kinematics, we are calculating the joint angles for motors 1 and 2. Control
for catching starts as soon as the object loses contact with the hand. The trajectories for the hand
in each stage are given by
Stage I
𝑥ℎ = the x-coordinate of the object
𝑦ℎ =constant
Stage II
𝑦ℎ = 𝑎1 𝑡 3 + 𝑎2 𝑡 2 + 𝑎3 𝑡 + 𝑎4
𝑥ℎ = constant
By using the inverse kinematics,
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𝑥ℎ2 + 𝑦ℎ2 − 𝑙1 2 − 𝑙2 2
cos(𝑞2 ) =
=𝐷
2𝑙1 𝑙2
𝑞2 = atan2(√(1 − 𝐷2 /𝐷)

𝑞1 = atan2 (

𝑦ℎ
𝑙2 sin 𝑞2
) − atan2(
)
𝑥ℎ
𝑙1 + 𝑙2 cos 𝑞2

3.2.3 Balancing
In general, balancing (which is part of rolling manipulation) is used for circular or sphereshaped objects. Balancing problems have been in various forms: ball on a plate, ball on abeam,
ball on a butterfly-shaped beam, and disk on disk. Figure 22 shows the setup for balancing
experiment.

Figure 22 Balancing Approach
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In this thesis, we chose the disk-on-disk system on a two-link arm inspired by [3].
We adopted a balancing control law from previous research [7], modified accordingly.
Main feedback is 𝜂2 , which is the angle between the object and the hand from its vertical axis as
defined in Figure 23. Here the control input is the acceleration. The control method using
acceleration command is presented in [3]

Figure 23 Schematic Diagram of Disk-on-Disk System

3.2.4 Combined Manipulation in Sequence

This section gives an overview of the implementation of the combined throwing,
catching, and balancing strategies. We are using throwing control with a function of time, so we
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choose while loop for main control. The homing routine is done first to set up the absolute position
of the motor (encoder) and to start the experiment from the present ready position. The inverse
kinematic get the joint angles are included in the main body of the code. Safety conditions are
placed for position, velocity, current, and the object to break the loop to send the safe current to
return the manipulator to rest.

Pseudocode for combined throwing, catching, and balancing:
1) Homing
2) While (time)
{
• Read positions from encoder
• Design a vertical line for throwing with initial,
final position and velocity
• Inverse kinematics to get desire joint angle
• Calculate velocity and acceleration from encoder
position data
• Feedforward and feedback terms to calculate current
• Inverse dynamics control is used along with feedback
control law for throwing
• Analyze the object position and given that position
as feedback for end effector with inverse
kinematics
• set point control is used for catching
• balancing control starts if the distance between
object and hand is within a certain distance by
using full state feedback control
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• Convert current to voltage to send input command to
the amplifiers
• If something goes wrong safety condition will break
the loop to execute the safe landing
}
3) Safe landing to manipulator reach safely to the initial
position

The complete C/C++ code is given in the Appendix C.

3.3 Control Law

Control Law for Throwing:
There are many types of control methods available based on different kinds of approaches.
Among them, we choose the inverse dynamics method.
The dynamic equations of an n-link robot is represented as [10]
̈ 𝐶(𝑞, 𝑞̇ )𝑞̇ + 𝑔(𝑞) = 𝑢
𝑀(𝑞)𝑞 +
where u is the control input to the system. The inverse dynamic control is given below:
𝑢 = 𝑀(𝑞)𝑎𝑞 + 𝐶(𝑞, 𝑞̇ )𝑞̇ + 𝑔(𝑞)
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Now as the matrix M is non-singular, the above system reduces to a double integrator system which
is linear and decoupled, written as
𝑞̈ = 𝑎𝑞
where 𝑎𝑞 represents a new input.
To have the convergence of the error to zero, we design the new input as follow [10]
𝑎𝑞 = 𝑞 𝑑̈ (𝑡) − 𝐾0 𝑞̃ − 𝐾1 𝑞̃̇
𝑞̃ = 𝑞 − 𝑞 𝑑

where 𝑞̃ is the error
and 𝐾0 and 𝐾1 are the control gain matrix.

We present the simulation and experiment result using this control law in the next chapter.

Control Law for Catching:
In catching, since the target position is changing based on the object current position Set
point control method is chosen. Given the calculated joint angular positions, the feedback input is
designed in such a way that
𝜏 = 𝑘𝑝 (𝑞 𝑑 − 𝑞) + 𝑘𝑑 (𝑞̇ 𝑑 − 𝑞̇ )

(13)

since, for motor control, we have the motor dynamics given by
𝑘𝑚 𝑖 + 𝜇𝑑 𝜃̇ + 𝑓𝑠 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜃̇ ) = 𝜏

(14)
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Finally, after substituting torque in Eq. (14), we can calculate the required current input to each
motor.
𝑖 = (𝑘𝑝 (𝑞 𝑑 − 𝑞) + 𝑘𝑑 (𝑞̇ 𝑑 − 𝑞̇ ) − 𝜇𝑑 𝜃̇ − 𝑓𝑠 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜃̇)) /𝑘𝑚
where 𝑘𝑚 is the torque constant, 𝜇𝑑 is the viscous friction, 𝑓𝑠 is the static friction, 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜃̇) is the
term that takes positive or negative sign only.
Control Law for Balancing:
For balancing, we design a controller to stabilize the object on the hand at the upright
position using the full state linearized feedback:
𝑉𝑍 = −𝐾𝑥
where 𝑉𝑍 is the control input, and 𝑥 = [𝜂1 𝜂2 𝛿 𝜉]𝑇 , K is the control gains that can be
determined using the pole placement method, the states x can be obtained in terms of the variable
that we directly measure/estimate:
𝑉𝑧 = −(𝐾1 ∗ 𝜂1 ) − (𝐾2 ∗ 𝜂2 ) − (𝐾3 ∗ 𝛿) − (𝐾4 ∗ 𝜉)
𝜂2 = sin((𝑋𝐺 − 𝑥𝑔)/(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜))
𝜂1 = (𝑚22 𝜂̇ 2 + 𝑚12 𝜃̇ℎ )
𝛿 = 𝜃ℎ − 𝜃ℎ.𝑑
𝜉 = 𝜃̇ℎ

where, XG is the end effector x-position, 𝜃ℎ and 𝜃̇ℎ is the hand position and velocity, 𝜃ℎ.𝑑 is the
hand desired position, and 𝜂̇ 2 is derivative of the current 𝜂1 to the previous 𝜂1 by time interval.
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4 SIMULATION RESULTS

In this chapter, we present the simulation results for individual motion of the throwing,
catching, and balancing.
4.1 Throwing
For a vertical straight-line throwing, to verify the control law, simulations are conducted
using MATALB. The dynamics of the motors, links, and object are considered in the simulations.
Figures 24, 25, and 26 show the trajectories of motors 1, 2 and 3. The trajectories of the center of
the hand (end effector) which is the resultant motions of links 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 27.
Table 2 shows all the initial and final values used to design the trajectory of the end effector. Table
3 shows all the system parameters used in the simulation and experiment. Figure 28 shows
snapshots of an animation of throwing motion.
Table 2 Initial and Final Values for End Effector
Parameter

Initial Values

Final Values

Time

0 sec

0.5 sec

End Effector X position (𝑋ℎ )

0.4262 m

0.4262 m

End Effector Y position (𝑌ℎ )

−0.1976 m

0m

End Effector X Velocity (𝑋̇ℎ )

0 m/sec

0 m/sec

End Effector Y Velocity (𝑌ℎ̇ )

0 m/sec

2.3 m/sec
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Table 3 System Parameters
Parameters

Values

Mass of Link 1 𝑚1

0.119 kg

Mass of Link 2 𝑚2

0.09844 kg

Mass of Hand 𝑚ℎ

0.375 kg

Mass of Object 𝑚𝑜

0.00019 kg

Mass of Motor 1 and 2

0.940 kg

𝑀1 , 𝑀2
Mass of Motor 3 𝑀3

0.840 kg

Length of Link 1 𝑙1

0.2794 m

Length of Link 2 𝑙2

0.2286 m

Radius of Hand 𝑟ℎ

0.127 m

Radius of Object 𝑟𝑜

0.0381 m

Inertia of Link 1 𝐼1

3.78x10-1 kg.m2

Inertia of Link 2 𝐼2

9.31x10-2 kg.m2

Inertia of Hand 𝐼ℎ

1.26x10-2 kg.m2

Inertia of Object 𝐼𝑜

7.31x10-7 kg.m2

Gravity g

3.1 m/sec2
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Figure 24 Position and Velocity of Motor 1

Figure 25 Position and Velocity of Motor 2
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Figure 26 Position and Velocity of Motor 3

Figure 27 End Effector Path
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Throwing Video Results from MATLAB

Figure 28 Animation Snapshots of Vertical Straight-Line Throwing Motion
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4.2 Catching and Balancing
After throwing, catching is performed followed by balancing. Balancing is necessary to
prevent the object from falling. The snapshot in Figure 29 shows the balancing of an object to the
upright position with the initial condition of 𝜂2 as 0.1.

Figure 29 Animation Snapshot of Balancing an Object at Upright Position

While the result is for the hand not translating, we can also balance the object with the
arm moving from one position to another position. Figure 30 shows the states are stabilized when
the balancing is completely achieved.
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Figure 30 Balancing Simulation Result in Terms of the State 𝜂1 , 𝜂2 , 𝛿, and 𝜉 for 20 Secs
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5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Preparatory Work
5.1.1 Motor Modeling
To precisely control a motor, we need to model the motor experimentally. More
specifically, we use the following model and determine the parameters:
𝐽𝑚 𝜃̈ + 𝜇𝑑 𝜃̇ + 𝑓𝑠 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜃̇) = 𝜏
where 𝐽𝑚 , 𝜇𝑑 , and 𝑓𝑠 are the motor inertia at the shaft, viscous friction, and static friction
and 𝜏 = 𝐾𝑚 𝑖
These parameters are determined experimentally. Using a known current input of a square
wave, we measure the motor’s angular position. Then we draw a plot between torque and angular
velocity as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31 Torque vs Angular Velocity
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Using this plot, those motor parameters can be determined. The experiments are supposed
to be done with different current magnitude and the parameters from each experiment can then be
averaged. The determined parameters for the system in this work are listed in Table 4.
Table 4 Maxon Motor Parameters from Motor Modeling
Maxon Model Number
203119 (joint 0)
203123 (joint 1)
203129 (joint 2)

Torque Constant
𝐾𝑚 (Nm/A)
4.686
2.035
0.776

Viscous Friction Coefficient
𝜇𝑑 (Nms)
0.354
0.278
0.024

Static Friction
𝑓𝑠 (Nm)
0.805
0.422
0.141

To verify these parameters, we tested the motor performed with a sinusoidal desired
trajectory using a feedforward control plus feedback. Position data is from the encoders, by
numerically differentiating the position, we obtain the velocity. The control input in terms of
current is given by
𝑖 = 𝑖𝑓𝑓 + 𝑖𝑓𝑏
where 𝑖𝑓𝑓 = (𝐽𝑚 𝜃̈ + 𝜇𝑑 𝜃̇ + 𝑓𝑠 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜃̇))/𝐾𝑚 and 𝑖𝑓𝑏 = 𝐾𝑝 (𝜃𝑑 − 𝜃𝑎 ) + 𝐾𝑑 (𝜃̇𝑑 − 𝜃̇𝑎 )
The feedback control gains are determined experimentally and listed in Table 5.
Table 5 Feedback Control Gains
Motor Joint

Proportional Gain 𝐾𝑝

Derivative Gain 𝐾𝑑

Joint-0

80

15

Joint-1

70

11

Joint-2

10

2
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From the results shown in Figure 32, we conclude that the motor modeling is done
satisfactorily and ready to use for trajectory tracking.

Figure 32 Feedforward and Feedback Control
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5.1.2 Homing
Homing is an important routine when a motor is equipped with an incremental encoder. To
conduct the homing in our system, we designed a wooden fixture on which the arm can be placed,
which would give a known position (Figure 33). The encoders of motor 1 and motor 2 are set by
using the known position so that we can keep the absolute position of the arm for every experiment.

Figure 33 Manipulator Arm Home Position
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5.1.3 Trajectory Tracking
We tested the manipulator arm such that the hand tracks a desired trajectory parameterized
by time. Given initial and final position, velocity, and acceleration, the following fifth-degree
polynomials are used to determine the desired trajectory:
𝑥ℎ (𝑡) = 𝑎1 𝑡 5 + 𝑎2 𝑡 4 + 𝑎3 𝑡 3 + 𝑎4 𝑡 2 + 𝑎5 𝑡 + 𝑎6
𝑦ℎ (𝑡) = 𝑏1 𝑡 5 + 𝑏2 𝑡 4 + 𝑏3 𝑡 3 + 𝑏4 𝑡 2 + 𝑏5 𝑡 + 𝑏6
By differentiating these equations, we can further obtain the desired velocity and acceleration.

The angular position, velocity, and acceleration of each joint can be calculated using the
inverse kinematics equations given by
𝑥ℎ2 + 𝑦ℎ2 − 𝑙1 2 − 𝑙2 2
cos(𝑞2 ) =
=𝐷
2𝑙1 𝑙2
𝑞2 = atan2(√1 − 𝐷2 /𝐷)
𝑞1 = atan2 (

𝑦ℎ
𝑙2 sin 𝑞2
) − atan2(
)
𝑥ℎ
𝑙1 + 𝑙2 cos 𝑞2

where 𝑞1 and 𝑞2 are the joint angles of motors 1 and 2.
The experimental result for a straight-line trajectory tracking is shown in Figure 34.
Figures 35, 36, and 37 show the corresponding desired and actual trajectories of each joint
motor.
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Figure 34 End Effector Trajectory Tracking Path

Figure 35 Trajectory Tracking of Position and Velocity of Motor 1
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Figure 36 Trajectory Tracking of Position and Velocity of Motor 2

Figure 37 Trajectory Tracking of Position and Velocity of Motor 3
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5.1.4 Vision Coordinates Transformation
Since the camera coordinate frame is not the same as the global coordinate frame, we
need to know the transformation between the two frames, given by
𝑔

𝑔

𝑃 𝑔 = 𝑅𝑐 𝑃𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐

where 𝑃𝑔 is the reference point in the global coordinate frame, 𝑃𝑐 is the reference point in the
𝑔

camera coordinate frame, 𝑅𝑐 is the rotation matrix of the camera frame with respective to the
𝑔

global frame, and 𝑑𝑐 = distance from the origin of the global frame (Fg) and the origin of the
camera frame (Fc) using Figure 38.
𝑔

𝑔

We determine 𝑅𝑐 and 𝑑𝑐 using two reference points (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ) and (𝑥2 , 𝑦2 ) that lie on the
horizontal line.

Figure 38 Camera Coordinate Frame with Respect to Global Coordinate Frame
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•

The camera axis with respect to the global axis X = 𝑋𝑐 and reversing it to -𝑋𝑐 and Z = 𝑌𝑐 .

•

From these calculations, we have theta = tan-1((𝑦2 − 𝑦1 )/( 𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )).

Using an another reference point known in the global coordinates 𝑃 𝑔 (𝑥𝑔 , 𝑦𝑔 ) can be measured
using the vision system 𝑃𝑐 (𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 ):
𝑥𝑔
𝑔
𝑔 𝑥𝑐
𝑅
𝑑
𝑐
𝑐
[𝑦𝑔 ] = [
] [𝑦𝑐 ]
0
0
0
1
1
1
where
𝑔

𝑅𝑐 = [

𝑐𝑜𝑠(−𝜃) −𝑠𝑖𝑛(−𝜃)
]
𝑠𝑖𝑛(−𝜃) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(−𝜃)

Consequently, the transformations are given by
𝑔

𝑔

𝑃 𝑔 = 𝑅𝑐 𝑃𝑐 + 𝑑𝑐
Finally, the transformation matrix used in this system is

[

𝑋𝑔
0.999964221
]=[
𝑌𝑔
0.007637988

−0.007637988
𝑋𝑐
−0.5192876
]∗[ ]+[
] or
0.999964221
𝑌𝑐
0.017464

𝑋𝑔 = 0.999964221 𝑋𝑐 - 0.0084590922 𝑌𝑐 + 519.2876
𝑌𝑔 = 0.0084590922 𝑋𝑐 + 0.999964221 𝑌𝑐 + 0.017464
All the actual values to the transformation matrix are taken from the Table 6.
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Table 6 Transformation Parameters
Variables

Actual Values

Reference Points (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), (𝑥2 , 𝑦2 )

(0.4340,0.254245), (-0.5699,0.246577)

Theta 𝜃

-0.43762516392°

Reference Point in Global Frame 𝑃𝑔

(0.1277472, -0.049935)

Reference Point in Camera Frame 𝑃𝑐

(-0.392, -0.0643)

Distance between Camera Frame and

(-0. 5192876, 0.017464)

𝑔

Global Frame 𝑑𝑐

5.2 Experimental Results
We first present the individual experiment results for throwing and balancing, then show
the combined manipulation results. Before the experiment starts, homing is implemented to get
the arm at ready position.
5.2.1 Throwing Results
The throwing experiment was carried out for 0.5 secs, which determined initial and final
conditions given target position. During throwing, balancing control keeps the object at the upright
position. Inclination of air table during throwing was 19° to reduce the effect of gravity on the
object. After 0.5 secs, arm moves a further due to inertia: to avoid this, another set point control
was given with the desired position the same as the final position of the throwing experiment.
Figures 39, 40, and 41 show the desired and actual trajectories of the motors 1, 2, and 3.
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Figure 39 Position, Velocity, and Acceleration of Motor 1 Throwing with Time 0.5 Secs

Figure 40 Position, Velocity, and Acceleration of Motor 2 Throwing with Time 0.5 Secs
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Figure 41 Position, Velocity, and Acceleration of Motor 3 Throwing with Time 0.5 Secs

5.2.2 Balancing Results
Initially, balancing experiment was carried out by keeping the arms in rest position with
initial condition of 𝜂2 , is given as 5°. Control gains were calculated using pole placement method
using MATALB. From Figure 42, we can visualize that all the states except η1 are stabilized at
zero, which means systems are balanced. The control input sends the command to the motor to
balance the object in the form of acceleration. In Figure 43, motor 3 acceleration followed the
actual commanded acceleration based on η2 . A zoomed acceleration graph is attached for some
time interval to visualize more clearly.
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Figure 42 Balancing Step Response of 𝜂1 , 𝜂2 , 𝛿, and 𝜉 for 3 Secs

Figure 43 Commanded Acceleration vs Actual Acceleration
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5.2.3 Combined Motion Experiment

In this section, we show the experiment of a complete sequence of throwing, catching, and
balancing. Figure 44 shows the snapshots of the combined experiment more precisely
Figure 44(a) shows the throwing position and Figure 44(h) shows the catching position of the arm.
The combined experiment sequence along with the conditions is explained in the Figure 45. First,
throwing takes place within 0.5 sec, when object loses contact with hand catching ready position
control is executed. When the distance between the object and hand is within a certain distance,
actual direct catch will take place with desired velocity to catch smoothly. Finally, when contact
takes, balancing control starts to stabilize the object at upright position.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 44 Sequence of Throwing and Catching Experiment

Figures 46 and 47 describe the throwing and catching motion of motor 1 and motor 2.
Figure 48 shows the states associated with motor 3 doing balancing. Figure 49 shows the graph of
actual acceleration to the commanded acceleration based on η2 . From Figure 50, we can conclude
that object followed the vertical straight-line motion. Finally, Figure 51 shows the end effector
path travelled in x and y directions based on the object position.
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Figure 45 Flow Chart Shows the Combined Experiment Sequence

Figure 46 Motor 1 Path of Throwing and Catching of an Object
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Figure 47 Motor 2 Path of Throwing and Catching of an Object

Figure 48 Balancing Results After Catching in Terms of the States 𝜂1 , 𝜂2 , 𝛿, and 𝜉 for 15 Secs
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Figure 49 Motor 3 Actual and Commanded Acceleration Graph

Figure 50 Object Path in X and Y Directions
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Figure 51 End Effector Path
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6 CONCLUSION
Non-prehensile throwing, catching, and balancing of a disk with a disk-shaped end effector
was analyzed in this thesis. A straight-line throwing method was developed on a two-link
manipulator given the goal position followed by catching and balancing. The proposed approaches
were implemented providing a complete cycle of these manipulations in sequence. The approach
for throwing consists of two phases to design a straight-line motion from the ready position to
release position and from release position to goal position. The control law is designed in such a
way that end effector throws the object with the desired velocity so that the object reaches the goal
position. Catching method consist of two stages. First, when object loses contact, manipulator
follows the object in the x direction. Last, end effector moves downwards along the object to catch
smoothly by avoiding bouncing. When contact takes place balancing method is adopted and used
to keep the object on the hand. Finally, control algorithm was simulated in MATLAB and then
implemented on an experimental setup for verification.

6.1 Future Work
1. An angled throwing should be further studied and implemented.
2. Study on objects with different shapes other than disk could be conducted.
3. A new method for catching can be studied by throwing to the wall where the manipulator
arm cannot reach.
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APPENDIX A

EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS
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Euler-Lagrange equation can be used using L = K-P, where K denotes the total kinetic energy
which is the combination of translation and rotational kinetic energies, and P denotes the total
potential energy.
The total translational kinetic energy is derived as follows:
The velocity of the center of mass of link 1, 𝑣𝑐1 , is given by
𝑣𝑐1 = 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 𝑞̇
where the Jacobian matrix 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 is

𝐽𝑣𝑐1

−𝑙𝑐1 sin(𝑞1 )
𝑙 cos(𝑞1 )
= [ 𝑐1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
]
0
0

The velocity of motor 2, 𝑣1 , at joint 1 is
𝑣1 = 𝐽𝑣1 𝑞̇
where 𝐽𝑣1 is

𝐽𝑣1

−𝑙1 sin(𝑞1 )
𝑙 cos(𝑞1 )
=[ 1
0
0

The velocity of link 2 is
𝑣𝑐2 = 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 𝑞̇
where 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 is

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
]
0
0
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𝐽𝑣𝑐2

−𝑙1 sin(𝑞1 ) − 𝑙𝑐2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
= [ 𝑙1 cos(𝑞1 ) + 𝑙𝑐2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

− 𝑙𝑐2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
𝑙𝑐2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0]
0
0

The velocity of motor 3 at joint 2 is
𝑣2 = 𝐽𝑣2 𝑞̇
where 𝐽𝑣2 is

𝐽𝑣2

−𝑙1 sin(𝑞1 ) − 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
= [ 𝑙1 cos(𝑞1 ) + 𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

− 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0]
0
0

The velocity of the hand, 𝑣2 , is the same as that of motor 3. Thus
𝑣2 =𝐽𝑣2 𝑞̇
Now, the velocity of object in each direction is given by [3]

𝑥̇ 𝑜 = 𝑥̇ ℎ − (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos (𝜃ℎ +

𝑠ℎ
𝑠̇ℎ
) (𝜃̇ℎ + )
𝑟ℎ
𝑟ℎ

𝑦̇𝑜 = 𝑦̇ ℎ − (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin (𝜃ℎ +

𝑠ℎ
𝑠̇ℎ
) (𝜃̇ℎ + )
𝑟ℎ
𝑟ℎ

where 𝑥̇ 𝑜 and 𝑦̇𝑜 are the velocity of the object in X and Y direction, 𝑥̇ ℎ and 𝑦̇ ℎ are the velocity of
the hand and 𝜃̇ℎ is the angular velocity of hand. Also 𝜃ℎ is defined as
𝜃ℎ = 𝑞1 + 𝑞2 + 𝑞3
The velocity of the object, 𝑣3 , is
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𝑣3 = 𝐽𝑣3 𝑞̇
where 𝐽𝑣3 is
𝐽𝑣3 = 𝐽𝑣2 + 𝐽𝑜𝑝

𝐽𝑣2

−𝑙1 sin(𝑞1 ) − 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
)
)
= [ 𝑙1 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2
0
0

− 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos 𝜂2

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos 𝜂2

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin 𝜂2

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin 𝜂2

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin 𝜂2

0

0

0

𝐽𝑜𝑝 =

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos 𝜂2

[

0
0
0
0

0
0]
0
0

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin 𝜂2
𝑟ℎ
(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos 𝜂2
𝑟ℎ
]
0

𝑠

Here, 𝜂2 ≡ (𝑞1 + 𝑞2 + 𝑞3 + 𝑟ℎ ), used for simplification, which in fact represents the angle of
ℎ

the object with respect to the vertical y-axis.

Then the total translational energy can be expressed as
𝐾𝑇 =

1
2

{𝑚1 𝑣𝑐1 𝑇 𝑣𝑐1 + 𝑀2 𝑣1 𝑇 𝑣1 + 𝑚2 𝑣𝑐2 𝑇 𝑣𝑐2 + 𝑀3 𝑣2 𝑇 𝑣2 + 𝑀ℎ 𝑣2 𝑇 𝑣2 + 𝑀𝑜 𝑣3 𝑇 𝑣3 }

1

= 2 𝑞 𝑇̇ {𝑚1 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 𝑇 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 + 𝑀2 𝐽𝑣1 𝑇 𝐽𝑣1 + 𝑚2 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 + 𝑀3 𝐽𝑣2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣2 + 𝑀ℎ 𝐽𝑣2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣2 + 𝑀𝑜 𝐽𝑣3 𝑇 𝐽𝑣3 } 𝑞̇

where 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 are the mass of link 1 and link 2; 𝑀1 , 𝑀2 , and 𝑀3 are the mass of motor 1,
motor 2, and motor 3; 𝑀h and 𝑀0 are the mass of the hand and object, respectively.
For the calculation of the rotational kinetic energy, the angular velocity of link 1 is given by
𝜔1 = 𝑞̇ 1 𝑘̂
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where 𝑘̂ represents the unit vector in the axis of rotation of the link.
The angular velocity of link 2 is given by
𝜔2 = (𝑞̇ 1 + 𝑞̇ 2 )𝑘̂
The angular velocity of hand is given by
𝜔3 = (𝑞̇ 1 + 𝑞̇ 2 + 𝑞̇ 3 )𝑘̂
The angular velocity of object is given by
𝜔4 = 𝜃𝑜 𝑘̂
In planar motion, the general rotational kinetic energy is expressed as 𝐼𝑖 𝜔𝑖2 , where 𝐼𝑖 is the
moment of inertia of the ith link.
Total rotational kinetic energy can be written as
1

𝐾𝑅 = 2 𝑞 𝑇̇ {𝐼̂1 + 𝐼̂2 + 𝐼̂ℎ + 𝐼̂𝑜 } 𝑞̇
where
𝐼1
0
𝐼̂1 = [
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
𝐼2
0 ̂
𝐼
], 𝐼 = [ 2
0 2
0
0
0

𝐼2
𝐼2
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
𝐼ℎ
0 ̂
𝐼
], 𝐼 = [ ℎ
0 ℎ
𝐼ℎ
0
0

𝐼ℎ
𝐼ℎ
𝐼ℎ
0

𝐼ℎ
𝐼ℎ
𝐼ℎ
0

1
0
1
0
], and 𝐼̂𝑜 = 𝐼𝑜 [ 1
0
0
𝑘𝑟

1
1
1

1
1
1

𝑘𝑟
𝑘𝑟
𝑘𝑟 ]

𝑘𝑟

𝑘𝑟

𝑘𝑟 2

where 𝐼1 , 𝐼2 , 𝐼h , and 𝐼o are the moment of inertia of link 1, link 2, the hand, and the object. 𝑘r
denotes the curvatures between the object and hand given by
𝑘𝑟 =

𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜
𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜
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Since the total kinetic energy 𝐾 = 𝐾𝑅 + 𝐾𝑅 =

1
2

𝑞 𝑇̇ 𝑀𝑞̇ , we get the inertia matric

𝑀(𝑞) = 𝑚1 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 𝑇 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 + 𝑀2 𝐽𝑣1 𝑇 𝐽𝑣1 + 𝑚2 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 + 𝑀3 𝐽𝑣2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣2 + 𝑀ℎ 𝐽𝑣2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣2 + 𝑀𝑜 𝐽𝑣3 𝑇 𝐽𝑣3 + 𝐼1 +
𝐼2 + 𝐼ℎ + 𝐼𝑜
Next, we need to calculate the total potential energy:
𝑃 = 𝑃1 + 𝑃2 + 𝑃3 + 𝑃4 + 𝑃5 + 𝑃6
where P1 is the potential energy of link1, which is given by
𝑃1 = 𝑚1 𝑔 𝑙𝑐1 sin𝑞1
Similarly, for each link and motor, we have
𝑃2 = 𝑀2 𝑔 𝑙1 sin𝑞1
𝑃3 = 𝑚2 𝑔 (𝑙1 sin𝑞1 + 𝑙𝑐2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
𝑃4 = 𝑀3 𝑔 (𝑙1 sin𝑞1 + 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 ))
𝑃5 = 𝑀ℎ 𝑔 (𝑙1 sin𝑞1 + 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 ))
𝑠

𝑃6 = 𝑀𝑜 𝑔 (𝑙1 sin𝑞1 + 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 ) + (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 + 𝑞3 + 𝑟ℎ ))
ℎ

By taking a partial derivative with respect to each joint variable, the gravity term will form

𝑔1 =

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑃
𝑔2 =
𝑔3 =
𝑔4 =
𝜕𝑞1
𝜕𝑞2
𝜕𝑞3
𝜕𝑠ℎ

Finally, the derived equation of motion in matrix form is [10]
𝑀(𝑞) 𝑞̈ + 𝐵(𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) 𝑞̇ + 𝑔(𝑞) = 𝛵
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𝑚11
𝑚21
where 𝑀 = [𝑚
31
𝑚41

𝑚12
𝑚22
𝑚32
𝑚42

𝑚13
𝑚23
𝑚33
𝑚43

𝑚14
𝑚24
𝑚34 ]
𝑚44
𝑏11
𝑏
𝐵 = [ 21
𝑏31
𝑏41

𝑏12
𝑏22
𝑏32
𝑏42

𝑏13
𝑏23
𝑏33
𝑏43

𝑏14
𝑏24
]
𝑏34
𝑏44

𝑔 = [𝑔1 , 𝑔2 , 𝑔3 , 𝑔4 ]𝑇
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APPENDIX B

MATLAB CODES
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THROWING MATALB CODE

•

The following codes are implemented in MATLAB to test the equation of motion for the
manipulator.

•

This function code consists of all dynamics of equation required for throwing an object to
run Ode45

function dz = real_dyn(t,z,model)
dz = zeros(10, 1);
m1
m2
mh
mo
M2
M3

=
=
=
=
=
=

model.m1;
model.m2;
model.mh;
model.mo;
model.M2;
model.M3;

l1
l2
rh
ro
kr

=
=
=
=
=

model.l1;
model.l2;
model.rh;
model.ro;
model.kr;

% Here, it's "l" is length.

lc1 = model.lc1;
lc2 = model.lc2;
In1 = model.In1;
"In"ertia
In2 = model.In2;
In3 = model.In3;
Io = model.Io;
g = model.g;
q1
q2
q3
sh

=
=
=
=

z(1);
z(2);
z(3);
z(4);

% moment of inertia. Here, it's moment of
% for hand
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q1D
q2D
q3D
shD

=
=
=
=

z(5);
z(6);
z(7);
z(8);

% Inertia matrix [8]
d11 =
m1*lc1^2+m2*l1^2+2*m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l1^2+2*(mh
+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+mo*l1^2+2*mo*l2*l1*cos(q2)+mo*l2
^2+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2-2*mo*l2*rh*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*l2*ro*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+In1+In2+In3+Io + M2*l1^2;
d12 =
m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+mo
*l2*l1*cos(q2)+mo*l2^2+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)-2*mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+In2+In3+Io;
d13 = -mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d14 = (-mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d21 =
m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+mo
*l2*l1*cos(q2)+mo*l2^2+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)-2*mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+In2+In3+Io;
d22 = m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2^2+mo*l2^22*mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+In2+In3
+Io;
d23 = -mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d24 = (-mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d31 = -mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro-
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mo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d32 = -mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d33 = mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d34 = (mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d41 = (-mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d42 = (-mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d43 = (mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d44 = (mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+Io*kr^2*rh^2)/rh^2;
D = [d11,
d21,
d31,
d41,

d12,
d22,
d32,
d42,

d13,
d23,
d33,
d43,

d14;...
d24;...
d34;...
d44];

% Nonlinear term % There is no change in the matrix C by adding
motor 2 [8]
C11 = (-m2*lc2*l1*sin(q2)-(mh+M3)*l2*l1*sin(q2)mo*l2*l1*sin(q2)-mo*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q2D+(mo*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)-mo*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q3D+(mo*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)/rh-mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)/rh)*shD;
C12 = (l1*q1D*rh*m2*lc2*sin(q2)+l1*q1D*rh*(mh+M3)*l2*sin(q2)+l1*q1D*rh
*mo*l2*sin(q2)+mo*rh^2*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)*q1D+mo*ro*l1*
cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)*q1D*rh+l1*q2D*rh*m2*lc2*sin(q2)+l1*q2D*
rh*(mh+M3)*l2*sin(q2)+l1*q2D*rh*mo*l2*sin(q2)+l1*q2D*rh^2*mo*cos
((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+l1*q2D*rh*mo*ro*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+m
o*q3D*rh^2*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*q3D*rh*ro*l1*cos((q2*r
h+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*q3D*rh^2*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*q3D*rh*ro*l
2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*shD*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*sh
D*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*shD*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)
+mo*shD*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))/rh;
C13 = mo*(rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh
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)+rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*(q1D*rh+q2D
*rh+q3D*rh+shD)/rh;
C14 = mo*(rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh
)+rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*(q1D*rh+q2D
*rh+q3D*rh+shD)/rh^2;
C21 =
(l1*q1D*rh*m2*lc2*sin(q2)+l1*q1D*rh*(mh+M3)*l2*sin(q2)+l1*q1D*rh
*mo*l2*sin(q2)+mo*rh^2*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)*q1D+mo*ro*l1*
cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)*q1D*rhmo*q3D*rh^2*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*q3D*rh*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*shD*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*shD*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))/rh;
C22 = -mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)*(rh+ro)*(q3D*rh+shD)/rh;
C23 = mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)*(rh+ro)*(q1D*rh+q2D*rh+q3D*rh+shD)/rh;
C24 = mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)*(rh+ro)*(q1D*rh+q2D*rh+q3D*rh+shD)/rh^2
;
C31 =
(mo*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)
/rh)+mo*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q1
D+(mo*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q2D;
C32 =
(mo*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q1D+(m
o*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q2D;
C33 = 0;
C34 = 0;
C41 =
mo*(q1D*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+q1D*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*r
h+sh)/rh)+q1D*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+q1D*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/
rh)+q2D*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+q2D*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))/r
h;
C42 = mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)*(rh+ro)*(q1D+q2D)/rh;
C43 = 0;
C44 = 0;
C = [C11,
C21,
C31,
C41,

C12,
C22,
C32,
C42,

C13,
C23,
C33,
C43,

% Gravity term [8]

C14;...
C24;...
C34;...
C44];
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g1=m1*g*lc1*cos(q1)+m2*g*(l1*cos(q1)+lc2*cos(q1+q2))+(mh+M3)*g*(
l1*cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2))+mo*g*(l1*cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2)(rh+ro)*sin(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh)) + M2*g*l1*cos(q1);
g2 =
m2*g*lc2*cos(q1+q2)+(mh+M3)*g*l2*cos(q1+q2)+mo*g*(l2*cos(q1+q2)(rh+ro)*sin(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh));
g3 = -mo*g*(rh+ro)*sin(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh);
g4 = -mo*g*(rh+ro)*sin(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh)/rh;
G = [g1; g2; g3; g4];
% Inertia Matrix without object
m11 =
m1*lc1^2+m2*l1^2+2*m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l1^2+2*(mh
+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In1+In2+In3;
m12 =
m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In
2+In3;
m13 = In3;
m21 =
m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In
2+In3;
m22 = m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In2+In3;
m23 = In3;
m31 = In3;
m32 = In3;
m33 = In3;
M = [m11, m12, m13;...
m21, m22, m23;...
m31, m32, m33];
% non linear terms with out object
B11
B12
B13
B21
B22
B23
B31
B32
B33

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(-m2*lc2*l1*sin(q2)-(mh+M3)*l2*l1*sin(q2))*q2D;
-l1*sin(q2)*(m2*lc2+(mh+M3)*l2)*(q1D+q2D);
0;
q1D*l1*sin(q2)*(m2*lc2+(mh+M3)*l2);
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
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B = [B11, B12, B13;...
B21, B22, B23;...
B31, B32, B33];
%Gravity terms without object
G1 =
m1*g*lc1*cos(q1)+m2*g*(l1*cos(q1)+lc2*cos(q1+q2))+(mh+M3)*g*(l1*
cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2))+M2*l1*g*cos(q1);
G2 = m2*g*lc2*cos(q1+q2)+(mh+M3)*g*l2*cos(q1+q2);
G3 = 0;
GG = [G1; G2; G3];
% desired trajectory (a line)
y = model.a1*t.^3+model.a2*t.^2+model.a3*t+model.a4;
yD = 3*model.a1*t.^2+2*model.a2*t+model.a3;
yDD = 6*model.a1*t+ 2*model.a2;
x = model.m;
xD = 0;
xDD = 0;
%q1d and q2d: desired
K = (x^2 + y^2 - l1^2 - l2^2)/(2*l1*l2);
q2d = atan2(sqrt(1-K^2), K);
q1d = atan2(y,x) - atan2(l2*sin(q2d), l1+l2*cos(q2d));
%q1dD and q2dD: desired
s2 = sin(q2d);
c2 = cos(q2d);
DD = (x.*xD + y.*yD)/(l1*l2); % dD/dt
q2dD = -DD./sin(q2d);
u = y./x;
v = l2*s2./(l1+l2*c2);
uD = (yD.*x - y.*xD)./x^2;
vD = l2*(l1*c2.*q2dD + l2*q2dD)./(l1+l2*c2)^2;
q1dD = uD./(1+u^2) - vD./(1+v^2);
%q1dDD and q2dDD: desired
DDD = (xD^2 + x.*xDD + yD^2 + y.*yDD)/(l1*l2); % d(dD/dt)/dt
q2dDD = -(DDD + cos(q2d).*q2dD^2)./sin(q2d);
uDD = ( (yDD.*x - y.*xDD).*x - 2*(yD.*x - y.*xD).*xD ) ./x^3;
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vDD = l2*( (-l1*s2.*q2dD^2 + l1*c2.*q2dDD +
l2.*q2dDD).*(l1+l2*c2) + 2*(l1*c2.*q2dD+l2*q2dD).*l2.*s2.*q2dD
)./(l1+l2*c2)^3;
q1dDD = (uDD.*(1+u^2) - 2*u.*uD^2)./(1+u^2)^2 - (vDD.*(1+v^2) 2*v.*vD^2)./(1+v^2)^2;
% for q3
q3d = -q1d - q2d;
q3dD = -q1dD - q2dD;
q3dDD = -q1dDD - q2dDD;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% New inputs
w1 = 90;
% 50
ko = w1^2*eye(3);
k1 = 2*w1*eye(3);
q_c = [q1; q2; q3]; % current position for 'control law'
qD_c = [q1D; q2D; q3D]; % current angular velocity
qd_c = [q1d; q2d; q3d];
qdD_c = [q1dD; q2dD; q3dD];
% Desired angular velocity
qdDD_c = [q1dDD; q2dDD; q3dDD];
aq_c = qdDD_c - ko*(q_c-qd_c) - k1*(qD_c-qdD_c); % The Input to
the double integrator%
u = M*aq_c + B*qD_c + GG;
% input
tau1
tau2
tau3
tau4

=
=
=
=

u(1);
u(2);
u(3);
0;

tau = [tau1; tau2; tau3; tau4];
% original inverse dynamics
qD = [q1D; q2D; q3D; shD];
qDD = D\(tau - C*qD - G);
q1DD = qDD(1);
q2DD = qDD(2);
q3DD = qDD(3);
shDD = qDD(4);
% Total Energy Calculation
KE = 1/2*(qD'*D*qD);
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P1 = m1*g*lc1*sin(q1);
P2 = m2*g*(l1*sin(q1)+lc2*sin(q1+q2));
P3 = (mh+M3)*g*(l1*sin(q1)+l2*sin(q1+q2));
Po =
mo*g*(l1*sin(q1)+l2*sin(q1+q2)+(rh+ro)*cos(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh));
PM2 = M2*g*l1*sin(q1);
PE = P1 + P2 + P3 + Po + PM2;
TE = KE + PE;
% CALCULATING THE NORMAL FORCE AND FRICTION FORCE
thetah=q1+q2+q3;
% thetahD=q1D+q2D+q3D;
% xh = l1*cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2);
% xhD = -l1*sin(q1).*q1D - l2*sin(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
% yh = l1*sin(q1)+l2*sin(q1+q2);
% yhD = l1*cos(q1).*q1D + l2*cos(q1+q2).*(q1D + q2D);
xhDD = -l1*(cos(q1)*q1D^2+sin(q1)*q1DD) l2*(cos(q1+q2)*(q1D+q2D)^2 + sin(q1+q2)*(q1DD+q2DD));
yhDD = l1*(-sin(q1)*q1D^2+cos(q1)*q1DD) + l2*(sin(q1+q2)*(q1D+q2D)^2 + cos(q1+q2)*(q1DD+q2DD));
m43 = (2*mo*rh*ro+mo*(ro)^2+Io*rh*kr+mo*(rh)^2)/(rh);
m44 = (2*mo*rh*ro+mo*(ro)^2+Io*(rh)^2*(kr)^2+mo*(rh)^2)/(rh)^2;
sigma2 = 1/(rh*m44);
sigma3 = (1+m43/(rh*m44));
eta2 = (thetah+(sh/rh));
zeta = q1D+q2D+q3D;
eta1 = m44*shD+m43*zeta; %zeta = thetahD
beta = ro+rh;
eta2D = sigma2*eta1 + sigma3*zeta;
%Normal Force Calculation
N = -mo.*beta.*(eta2D).^2 + mo.*g.*cos(eta2)2.*mo.*(xhDD.*sin(eta2)-yhDD.*cos(eta2));
dz(1)
dz(2)
dz(3)
dz(4)

=
=
=
=

q1D;
q2D;
q3D;
shD;
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dz(5) = q1DD;
dz(6) = q2DD;
dz(7) = q3DD;
dz(8) = shDD;
dz(9) = TE;
dz(10) = N;
•

This function is run with the help of ODE45, which is used to solve the equations in the
previous function

% clc; clear all;
modelParameters;
t = 0:0.01:0.5;
q1 = model.q1;
q2 = model.q2;
q3 = model.q3;
sh = model.sh;
q1D = model.q1D;
q2D = model.q2D;
q3D = model.q3D;
shD = model.shD;
l1 = model.l1;
l2 = model.l2;
rh = model.rh;
ro = model.ro;
mo = model.mo;
Io = model.Io;
kr = model.kr;
g = model.g;
model.kr = (model.rh+model.ro)/(model.rh*model.ro);
init = [q1 q2 q3 sh q1D q2D q3D shD];
%options = odeset('AbsTol', 1e-9, 'RelTol', 1e-9);
%[T X] = ode45(@(t, q)real_dyn(t,q,model),t,[init 0], options);
[T,X] = ode45(@(t, q)real_dyn(t,q,model),t,[init 0 0]);
q1 = X(:,1);
q2 = X(:,2);
q3 = X(:,3);
sh = X(:,4);
q1D = X(:,5);
q2D = X(:,6);
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q3D = X(:,7);
shD = X(:,8);
TE = X(:,9);
N = X(:,10);
figure(5);
subplot (2,1,1);
plot(t,q1d,t,q1);
title('position of Motor-1 trajectory');
legend('Desired position','Actual position')
grid on;
hold on;
subplot (2,1,2);
plot(t,q1dD,t,q1D);
title('Velocity of Motor-1 trajectory');
legend('Desired Velocity','Actual Velocity')
grid on;
hold off;
figure(6);
subplot (2,1,1);
plot(t,q2d,t,q2);
title('position of Motor-2 trajectory');
legend('Desired position','Actual position')
grid on;
hold on;
subplot (2,1,2);
plot(t,q2dD,t,q2D);
title('Velocity of Motor-2 trajectory');
legend('Desired Velocity','Actual Velocity')
grid on;
hold off;
figure(7);
subplot (2,1,1);
plot(t,q3d,t,q3);
title('position of Motor-3 trajectory');
legend('Desired position','Actual position')
grid on;
hold on;
subplot (2,1,2);
plot(t,q3dD,t,q3D);
title('Velocity of Motor-3 trajectory');
legend('Desired Velocity','Actual Velocity')
grid on;
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thetah = q1+q2+q3;
thetahD = q1D+q2D+q3D;
% thetao = thetah + kr*sh;
% thetaoD = thetahD + kr*shD;
thetao = 0;
thetaoD = 0;
xh = model.l1*cos(q1) + model.l2*cos(q1+q2);
yh = model.l1*sin(q1) + model.l2*sin(q1+q2);
xhD = -model.l1*sin(q1).*q1D - model.l2*sin(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
yhD = model.l1*cos(q1).*q1D + model.l2*cos(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
xo = xh;
yo = yh +(rh+ro);
xoD = xhD;
yoD = yhD +((rh+ro));
% xo = xh -((rh+ro).*sin(thetah+(sh/rh)));
% yo = yh +((rh+ro).*cos(thetah+(sh/rh)));
%
% xoD = xhD -((rh+ro).*cos(thetah+(sh/rh)).*(thetahD +
(shD/rh)));
% yoD = yhD -((rh+ro).*sin(thetah+(sh/rh)).*(thetahD +
(shD/rh)));
figure(4);
plot(xh,yh,x_1,y_1,'+');
title('End effector path');
xlabel('X distance'),
ylabel('Y distance'),
legend ('Actual Path','desired path')
axis ([0.2 0.6 -0.4 0.1])
grid on;
figure(3);
plot(xo,yo);
title('Object path');
xlabel('X distance'),
ylabel('Y distance'),
legend ('Actual Path')
axis([0.35 0.5 -0.3 0.5])
grid on;
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hold off;
•

The following code gives the flight motion of the object to the goal position after release
point

modelParameters;
t = 0:0.01:1.5;
g = model.g;
xh = model.l1*cos(q1) + model.l2*cos(q1+q2);
yh = model.l1*sin(q1) + model.l2*sin(q1+q2);
xhD = -model.l1*sin(q1).*q1D - model.l2*sin(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
yhD = model.l1*cos(q1).*q1D + model.l2*cos(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
xo = xh;
yo = yh +(rh+ro);
xoD = 0;
yoD = yhD;
%yoDD = yhDD + ((rh+ro));
%%% Object real trajectory %%%
xor = xo(end); %0.388263306229702;
yor = yo(end); %0.402383717940460;
thetaor = thetao(end);
YoD = yoD(end); %2.77781299282883; %2.36508942540543;
XoD = xoD(end); %-0.493945791358868;
thetaoD = thetaoD(end);
xof = xor+XoD*t;
yof = yor+YoD*t-(g*t.^2/2);
v = YoD-g*t;
thetaof = thetaor + thetaoD*t;
% Object Desired Trajectory%
%vory = 1.625; %0.5m , 2g
vory = 2.7; %1m , 2g
vorx = 0;
Xor = 0.4262; % 0.49;
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Yor = 0.18415;
% vory = 1.585;
x = Xor+vorx*t;
y = Yor +vory*t-1/2*g*t.^2;
figure(3)
plot(x,y,'+',xof,yof,'-');
axis([0 1 0 2]);
xlabel('time(sec)'),
ylabel('Position(m)'),
title('object trajectory');
legend('Desired','Actual')
grid on;
hold off;
axis equal;
•

The following code is for animating the results to see the motion of manipulator arm works
and visualize the approach.

l1 = model.l1;
l2 = model.l2;
kr = model.kr;
rh = model.rh;
ro = model.ro;
g = model.g;
%w=0.07;
figure(2);
% grid on;
clc;
movieRecOn = 1;
%if (movieRecOn == 1)
% writerObj = VideoWriter('newfile.avi');
%writerObj.FrameRate = 15;
%use this at final time when you store final animation.
%check the total number of frame in Matlab workspace
%then divide it by the simulation time
%frames per sec. default 15, movie showing speed up
%end
writerObj = VideoWriter('Throwing.avi');
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writerObj.FrameRate=12;
open(writerObj);
c = -pi:.04:pi;
%cx = param.rh*cos(c);
%cy = param.rh*sin(c);
% hold off; plot(0,0,'color', [1 1 1]); % to just remove
previous animation
%maxV = 0.5;
%axis([-maxV maxV -maxV maxV]);
%rh = param.rh;
%ro = param.ro;
%maxP = max([param.xf+2.5*rh param.yf+2.5*rh]);
%maxP = max([0.5+d2+2.5*rh 0.5+h+rh+2*ro]);
%axis([0 d2+2.5*rh -h h+rh+2.5*ro]);
maxP = max([.5+2.5*rh .5+rh+2*ro]);
%axis([0 0.8 -0.5 1.5]);
axis([-0.5 1 -0.5 1.5]);
axis square;
%axis equal;
grid on;
xTemp = [0 0];
yTemp = [0 0];
link1= line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
link2= line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
hand = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
object = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
handVline = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [.4 .4
.8],'LineWidth',2, 'LineStyle', '--'); % vertical line
trajLine =line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 1],'LineWidth',2); %
center trajectory
%hold on
%generate links
for i = 1:length(q1)
joint1 = [l1*cos(q1) ; l1*sin(q1)];
set(link1, 'XData', [0 l1*cos(q1(i))], 'YData', [0
l1*sin(q1(i))]);
joint2 = [l1*cos(q1(i))+l2*cos(q1(i)+q2(i)) ;
l1*sin(q1(i))+l2*sin(q1(i)+q2)];
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set(link2, 'XData', [l1*cos(q1(i))
l1*cos(q1(i))+l2*cos(q1(i)+q2(i))], 'YData', [l1*sin(q1(i))
l1*sin(q1(i))+l2*sin(q1(i)+q2(i))]);
% hand
% circle starting from thetah+pi/2
c = thetah(i)+pi/2:pi/300:(thetah(i)+pi/2)+2*pi;
cx = rh*cos(c);
cy = rh*sin(c);
% move the circle for xh, yh to be the center
X = l1*cos(q1(i))+l2*cos(q1(i)+q2(i)) + cx;
Y = l1*sin(q1(i))+l2*sin(q1(i)+q2(i)) + cy;
set(hand,'XData', [X xh(i)], 'YData', [Y yh(i)]); % draw a
line to the circle center

%%%%% object
%

c = thetao(i)+pi/2:pi/300:(thetao(i)+pi/2)+2*pi;
c = pi/2:pi/300:(pi/2)+2*pi;
cx = ro*cos(c);
cy = ro*sin(c);
% move the circle for xh, yh to be the center

X = xo(i) + cx;
Y = yo(i) + cy;
set(object,'XData', [X xo(i)], 'YData', [Y yo(i)]); % draw a
line to the circle center
%end
%%%%% vertical line
%set(handVline, 'XData', [xh(i) xh(i)], 'YData', [yh(i)
yh(i)+2.5*rh]);
%%%%% center trajectories
%set(trajLine, 'XData', [xh(i) xh(i)], 'YData', [yh(i)
yh(i)]);

%

drawnow;
writeVideo(writerObj,getframe(gcf));
end
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end
hold on;
plot(x,y,'--','LineWidth',1.5);
hold off;
%for Object after release
for i = 1:length(xof)
%%%%% object
c = thetaof(i)+pi/2:pi/300:(thetaof(i)+pi/2)+2*pi;
cx = ro*cos(c);
cy = ro*sin(c);
% move the circle for xh, yh to be the center
X = xof(i) + cx;
Y = yof(i) + cy;
set(object,'XData', [X xof(i)], 'YData', [Y yof(i)]); % draw
a line to the circle center
hold on;
%
%%%%% center trajectories
%
set(trajLine, 'XData', [Xor xof(i)], 'YData', [Yor
yof(i)]);
plot(xof,yof,'LineWidth',1.5);
hold off;
drawnow;
writeVideo(writerObj,getframe(gcf));
end
drawnow;
writeVideo(writerObj,getframe(gcf));
close(writerObj);
•

The following code gives all the initial parameters used to run the above codes.

% Model parameters
model.timeSpan = 0.5;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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model.m1
model.m2
model.mh
model.mo
model.M2
model.M3

=
=
=
=
=
=

0.119;
0.09844;
0.375;
0.00019;%0.019;
0.940;
0.840;

% link length. Here, it's "l"ength.
model.l1 = 0.2794;
model.l2 = 0.2286;
model.l3 = 0.0635;
model.rh = 0.127;
model.ro = 1.5*0.0381; %0.05715
model.kr = (model.rh+model.ro)/(model.rh*model.ro);
% length to the center of mass
model.lc1 = 0.1397;
model.lc2 = 0.1143;
% moment of inertia. Here, it's moment of "In"ertia
model.In1 = 0.3786946;
model.In2 = 0.093173;
model.In3 = 0.01262411; % for hand
model.Io = 0.000000073159;
model.g = 3.1; % gravitational acceleration
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initial Conditions
model.q1 =
kinematics
model.q2 =
model.q3 =
model.sh =
model.q1D
model.q2D
model.q3D
model.shD

degtorad(-45); % -0.78539;

%-0.78539; % Inverse

degtorad(45); % 0.78539 ; %0.5236;
-model.q1 - model.q2;
0.01643;
=
=
=
=

0;
0;
-model.q1D - model.q2D;
0;

l1 = 0.2794;
l2 = 0.2286;

%0.78539;
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% actual angle inputs to find coefficients
model.xhi = 0.4262;
model.yhi = -0.1976;
model.xhr = 0.4262;
model.yhr = 0;
model.yhiD = 0;
model.yhrD = 2.7; % 1sec
%%%% ro + rh = 0.18415
model.tf=0.5;
%%%% x = a1*t.^3 + a2*t.^2 + a3*t + a4;
model.a4 = model.yhi;
model.a3 = model.yhiD;
model.a2 = (3*model.yhr - 3*model.yhi model.tf*model.yhrD)/model.tf^2;
model.a1 = (model.yhrD - 2*model.a2*model.tf)/(3*model.tf^2);
model.m = 0.4262;

BALANCING MATALB CODE
•

Function code consist of all dynamics of equation required for balancing an object to run
Ode45

function dz = MIMODiskBalance(t, z)
dz = zeros(8,1);
g = 3.10958;
%ro = 0.1;
meter
%rh = 0.15;
%ro = 0.0381;
%rh = 0.254;
ro = 0.0381;
rh = 0.127;

% Radius of the object disk in
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% density_o = 1180;
Kg/m^3
% tho = 0.00635;
in meters
% volume_o = pi*(ro)^2*tho;
%mo = density_o*volume_o;
mo = 0.0308;
%Io = 1/2*mo*(ro)^2;
object disk
Io = 2.23548e-05;
kr = (rh+ro)/(rh*ro);

% Density of the object disk in
% Thickness of the object disk
% Mass of the object disk
% Moment of inertia of the

m12 = ((mo*(rh+ro)^2/rh)+(Io*kr));
m22 = kr^2*((mo*ro^2)+Io);
alpha = mo*g*(rh+ro)/rh;
sigma2 = 1/(rh*m22);
sigma3 =1-(m12/(rh*m22));
K = 1.0e+03 *[0.0219 0.0628 0.0000 0.0000 1.6985 0.0727 -0.0001
0.0040];
Vz = -K(3,1)*z(1)- K(3,2)*z(2)- K(3,3)*z(3)- K(3,4)*z(4)K(3,5)*z(5)- K(3,6)*z(6)- K(3,7)*z(7)- K(3,8)*z(8);
%Vz = - K(1,1)*eta1- K(1,2)*eta2- K(1,3)*delta- K(1,4)*zeta;
Vx = 0;
Vy = 0;
dz(1) = z(2);
dz(2) = Vx;
dz(3) = z(4);
dz(4) = Vy;
dz(5) = alpha*sin(z(6));
%dz(5) = alpha*cos(z(6))*Vx + alpha*sin(z(6))*Vy +
alpha*g*sin(z(6));
dz(6) = sigma2*z(5)+sigma3*z(8);
dz(7) = z(8);
dz(8) = Vz;

•

This function is run with the help of ODE45, which is used to solve the above dynamic
equations. This code also consists of animation to visualize the motion of the balancing of
an object.
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clc
g = 3.10958;
%ro = 0.1;
meter
%rh = 0.15;

% Radius of the object disk in

%ro = 0.0381;
%rh = 0.254;
ro = 0.0381;
rh = 0.127;
% density_o = 1180;
Kg/m^3
% tho = 0.00635;
in meters
% volume_o = pi*(ro)^2*tho;
% mo = density_o*volume_o;
mo = 0.0308;
%Io = 1/2*mo*(ro)^2;
object disk

% Density of the object disk in
% Thickness of the object disk
% Mass of the object disk
% Moment of inertia of the

Io = 2.23548e-05;
kr = (rh+ro)/(rh*ro);
In3 = 0.01262411;
ud3 = 0.0240;
us3 = 0.1410;
km3 = 0.776;
kp3= 150;
kd3 = 8;
m12 = ((mo*(rh+ro)^2/rh)+(Io*kr));
m22 = kr^2*((mo*ro^2)+Io);
alpha = mo*g*(rh+ro)/rh;
sigma2 = 1/(rh*m22);
sigma3 =1-(m12/(rh*m22));
time = 0:0.05:20;
% Setting up the animation time
%options = odeset('AbsTol', 1e-16, 'RelTol', 1e-16);
options = odeset('AbsTol', 1e-9, 'RelTol', 1e-9);
[T,X] = ode45(@MIMODiskBalance,time,[0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0],
options);
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xh = X(:,1);
xhD = X(:,2);
yh = X(:,3);
yhD = X(:,4);
eta1 = X(:,5);
eta2 = X(:,6);
thetah = X(:,7);
delta = X(:,7);
zeta = X(:,8);
sh = rh*(eta2-thetah);
xo=xh-((rh+ro).*sin(thetah+(sh/rh)));
yo=yh+((rh+ro).*cos(thetah+(sh/rh)));
kr = (rh+ro)/(rh*ro);
thetao=thetah+kr*sh;
%
% % GENERATING PLOTS FOR ALL THE STATE VARIABLES
% figure(1)
% plot(T,xh,'--',T,xhD,'m',T,yh,':k',T,yhD)
% legend('xh','xhD','yh','yhD')
% xlabel('Time (s)')
% ylabel('Amplitude')
%axis([0 1.6 -5 2])
%grid;
figure(2)
plot(T,eta1,'--',T,eta2,'m',T,delta,':k',T,zeta)
legend('\eta_{1}','\eta_{2}','\delta/10','\zeta/10')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Amplitude')
%axis([0 2 -1 1.5])
grid;
% AB = abs(Vz);
% figure(8)
% %plot(T,AB);
%
% for i=1:0.05:10
%
u=Vz;
%
plot (T,Vz);
% end
% ANIMATION CODE
movieRecOn = 1;
if (movieRecOn == 1)
writerObj = VideoWriter('newfile.avi');
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writerObj.FrameRate = 5;
%use this at final time when you store final animation.
%check the total number of frame in Matlab workspace
%then divide it by the simulation time
%frames per sec. default 15, movie showing speed up
end
writerObj = VideoWriter('peaks.avi');
open(writerObj);
c = -pi:.04:pi;
%cx = param.rh*cos(c);
%cy = param.rh*sin(c);
figure(4);
hold off; plot(0,0,'color', [1 1 1]); % to just remove previous
animation
%maxV = 0.5;
%axis([-maxV maxV -maxV maxV]);
%maxP = max([param.xf+2.5*rh param.yf+2.5*rh]);
%maxP = max([1+2.5*rh 1+rh+2*ro]);
%axis([-1.5*rh maxP -1.5*rh maxP]);
%axis([0.4 1.4 0.4 1.4]);
axis([-0.3 0.4 -0.3 0.4]);
axis square;
xTemp = [0 0];
yTemp = [0 0];
hand = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
object = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
handVline = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [.4 .4
.8],'LineWidth',2, 'LineStyle', '--'); % vertical line
trajLine = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 1],'LineWidth',2); %
center trajectory
%hold on
for i = 1:length(xh)
%%%% hand
% circle starting from thetah+pi/2
c = thetah(i)+pi/2:pi/300:(thetah(i)+pi/2)+2*pi;
cx = rh*cos(c);
cy = rh*sin(c);
% move the circle for xh, yh to be the center
X = xh(i) + cx;
Y = yh(i) + cy;
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set(hand,'XData', [X xh(i)], 'YData', [Y yh(i)]); % draw a
line to the circle center
%%%%% object
c = thetao(i)+pi/2:pi/300:(thetao(i)+pi/2)+2*pi;
cx = ro*cos(c);
cy = ro*sin(c);
% move the circle for xh, yh to be the center
X = xo(i) + cx;
Y = yo(i) + cy;
set(object,'XData', [X xo(i)], 'YData', [Y yo(i)]); % draw a
line to the circle center
%%%%% vertical line
set(handVline, 'XData', [xh(i) xh(i)], 'YData', [yh(i)
yh(i)+2.5*rh]);
%%%%% center trajectories
%set(trajLine, 'XData', [param.xi xh(i)], 'YData', [param.yi
yh(i)]);
drawnow
frame = getframe;
writeVideo(writerObj,frame);
end
close(writerObj);
%
% CALCULATING THE NORMAL FORCE AND FRICTION FORCE
beta = ro+rh;
eta2D = sigma2*eta1 + sigma3*zeta;
K = 1.0e+03 *[0.0219 0.0628 0.0000 0.0000 1.6985 0.0727 -0.0001
0.0040];
Vz = -K(3,1)*xh- K(3,2)*xhD- K(3,3)*yh- K(3,4)*yhD- K(3,5)*eta1K(3,6)*eta2- K(3,7)*delta- K(3,8)*zeta;
acc = Vz;
VEL = zeros(1,1);
counter=0;
vel=0;
%VEL(1,1) = vel;
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dt=0.04;
for tstep=0:0.04:8
counter=counter+1;
Veld(counter)=zeta(counter)+acc(counter)*dt;
vel=Veld(counter);
end
VEL = [VEL;Veld'];
counter1 = 0;
pos =0;
dt=0.04;
for tstep=0:0.04:8
counter1=counter1+1;
%Posd(counter1)=pos+VEL(counter1,1)*dt+0.5*acc(counter1)*dt*dt;
Posd(counter1)=thetah(counter1)+zeta(counter1)*dt+0.5*acc(counte
r1)*dt*dt;
pos=Posd(counter1);
end
Mvel = zeta;
Mpos = thetah;

N = - (mo*(rh+ro)*(sigma2*eta1+sigma3*zeta).^2)+
(mo*g*cos(eta2));
f = - (mo*(rh+ro)*((sigma2*sigma3*sin(eta2))+(sigma3*Vz)))+
(mo*g*cos(eta2));
% Calculating the friction force
figure(10)
plot(T,N,T,f,'--')
legend('Normal Force','Friction Force');
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Amplitude')
grid on;
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APPENDIX C
C/C++ CODES
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•

SET POINT CONTROL

This is for one link
If we want to give some desired position to motor
1) We need give a desired angle in radians
Theta
= 0.7854
Thetad = 0
Thetadd = 0

//

45 degrees

Where
Theta is Desired Position
Thetad is Desired Velocity
Thetadd is Desired Acceleration
2) Convert motor encoder to radians by using this formula
Position = (2*pi*((float)EncoderCount))/(4*500*156)
3) Differentiating position we will get velocity
Velocity = (Position-OldPosition)/(t-OldTime)
4) Differentiating velocity we will get acceleration
Acceleration = (SVelocity-OldSVelocity)/(t-OldTime)
5) Next we need to smooth the velocity and acceleration in order to remove the spikes by
using low pass filter.
SVelocity = (0.5*Velocity)+((1-0.5)*OldSVelocity)
SAcceleration = (0.7*Accel)+(1-0.7)*OldSAccel;
We are giving command as a voltage input
Torque = Km * I
I = Torque/Km
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Where Torque = ((j*thetadd)+(ud*SVelocity)+(sign(SVelocity)*us))
Iff = (((j*thetadd)+(ud*SVelocity)+(sign(SVelocity)*us))/km)
Where
j = inertia
Ud = viscous friction
Us = static friction
Km = motor torque constant
km=4.538, ud=0.3371, us=0.7108, j=0.3786946
Ifb = ((kp*(theta-Position))+(kd*(thetad-SVelocity))+Iterm
Iterm = Iterm1+((1/Tt)*(u)*(t-OldTime));
Iterm1=(ki*(theta-Position)*(t-OldTime)+OldIterm1);
antiwindup

//Integral

u1 = ifb1-ifb;
If the input saturates then activate the actuator.
if (ifb1>5)
{
ifb11=5;
}
else if(ifb1<-5)
{
ifb11=-5;
}
else
// Saturation of Feedback current1 for anti
windup
{
ifb11=ifb1;

Where
kp is proportional gain
Kd is derivative gain
Ki is integral gain
U1 is actuator
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kp=60, kd=10, ki=10, Tt=0.1
Current = iff + ifb
feedback current

// iff & ifb are feedforward and

Vout = (current*10)/scale

•

// Vout is Voltage output

TRAJECTORY TRACKING

This is for 3 link manipulator
Inertia Matrix for 3 links
To determine desired position, velocity and Acceleration (Theta, Thetad, Thetadd) from Inverse
Kinematics
X = (a6)+(a5*t1) + (a4*t1*t1) + (a3*t1*t1*t1) + (a2*t1*t1*t1*t1) + (a1*t1*t1*t1*t1*t1)
XD = (a5)+(2*a4*t1) + (3*a3*t1*t1) + (4*a2*t1*t1*t1) + (5*a1*t1*t1*t1*t1)
XDD = (2*a4)+(6*a3*t1)+(12*a2*t1*t1)+(20*a1*t1*t1*t1)

Y = (b6)+(b5*t1)+(b4*t1*t1)+(b3*t1*t1*t1)+(b2*t1*t1*t1*t1)+(b1*t1*t1*t1*t1*t1)
YD = (b5)+(2*b4*t1)+(3*b3*t1*t1)+(4*b2*t1*t1*t1)+(5*b1*t1*t1*t1*t1)
YDD = (2*b4)+(6*b3*t1)+(12*b2*t1*t1)+(20*b1*t1*t1*t1)
Inverse kinematics
k=(((X*X)+(Y*Y)-(l1*l1) –(l2*l2))/(2*l1*l2))
kd = (((X*XD)+(Y*YD))/(l1*l2))
kdd = (((XD*XD)+(X*XDD)+(YD*YD)+(Y*YDD))/(l1*l2))
c2 = cos(theta2)
s2 = sin(theta2)
Desired Position, Velocity and Acceleration for link 2
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theta2= atan2(k,sqrt(1-(k*k)))
thetad2 = -(kd/s2))
thetadd2 = -((kdd+(cos(kd)*thetad2*thetad2))/(s2))
u = (Y/X)
ud= (((YD*X)-(Y*XD))/(X*X))
udd = ((((YDD*X) - (Y*XDD)*X) - (2*(YD*X - Y*XD)*XD))/(X*X*X))
v = ((l2*sin(theta2))/(l1+(l2*c2)))
vd = (l2*((l1*c2*thetad2) + (l2*thetad2))/((l1+(l2*c2))*(l1+(l2*c2))))
vdd =
((l2*((l1*s2*(thetad2*thetad2))+(l1*c2*thetadd2)+((l2*thetadd2))*(l1+(l2*c2)))+(2*(l1*c2*thet
ad2)+((l2*thetad2)*l2*s2*thetad2)))/((l1+(l2*c2))*(l1+(l2*c2))*(l1+(l2*c2))))
Desired Position, Velocity and Acceleration for link 1
theta1 = (atan2(Y,X) - atan2((l2*s2),(l1+(l2*c2))))
thetad1 = ((ud/(1+(u*u))) - ((vd)/(1+(v*v))))
thetadd1 = ((udd*(1+(u*u)) - (2*u*(ud*ud)))/(((1+(u*u))*(1+(u*u))) - (vdd*(1+(v*v))) (2*v*vd*vd)))/((1+(v*v))*(1+(v*v)))
Desired Position, Velocity and Acceleration for link 3
theta3 = -theta1-theta2
thetad3 = -thetad1-thetad2
thetadd3 = -thetadd1-thetadd2

Equation of motion
𝑀𝜃̈ + 𝐶𝜃̇ + 𝐺 = 𝜏
Where
𝜃̈ is desired acceleration
𝜃̇ is actual Velocity
T is Torque
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M is Inertia matrix
C is coriollis matrix
G is gravity matrix
τ = Km ∗ i
i = τ/Km
iff = (Mθ̈ + Cθ̇ + G)/Km
ifb = kp(θd − θ) + kd(θḋ − θ̇)

m11
[[m21
m31

m12
m22
m32

m13
b11
θ1̈
m23] ∗ [θ2̈] + [b21
m33
b31
θ3̈

iff1
G1
b12 b13 θ1̇
b22 b23] [θ2̇] + [G2]] /K m = [iff2 ]
iff3
G3
b32 b33 θ3̇

iff=(((M*thetadd)+(C*SVelocity)+(G))/km);
ifb = (kp*(theta-Position))+(kd*(thetad-SVelocity))

Inertia matrix for 3 links
m11 =
m1*lc1^2+m2*l1^2+2*m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l1^2+2*(mh+M3)*l2*l1*co
s(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In1+In2+In3;
m12 = m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In2+In3;
m13 = In3;
m21 = m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In2+In3;
m22 = m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In2+In3;
m23 = In3;
m31 = In3;
m32 = In3;
m33 = In3;
M = [m11, m12, m13;...
m21, m22, m23;...
m31, m32, m33];

Coriolis and centrifugal matrix for 3 links
B11
B12
B13
B21

=
=
=
=

(-m2*lc2*l1*sin (q2)-(mh+M3)*l2*l1*sin (q2))*q2D;
-l1*sin(q2)*(m2*lc2+(mh+M3)*l2)*(q1D+q2D);
0;
q1D*l1*sin(q2)*(m2*lc2+(mh+M3)*l2);
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B22
B23
B31
B32
B33

=
=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

B = [B11, B12, B13;...
B21, B22, B23;...
B31, B32, B33];

Gravity matrix for 3 links
G1 =
m1*g*lc1*cos(q1)+m2*g*(l1*cos(q1)+lc2*cos(q1+q2))+(mh+M3)*g*(l1*cos(q1)+l2*co
s(q1+q2))+M2*l1*g*cos(q1);
G2 = m2*g*lc2*cos(q1+q2)+(mh+M3)*g*l2*cos(q1+q2);
G3 = 0;
GG = [G1; G2; G3];

Current = iff + ifb

// iff & ifb are feedforward and feedback current

Vout = (current*10)/scale

// Vout is Voltage output

Combined code with throwing, catching and balancing in C/C++
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
//NatNet
#include
#include

<windows.h>
<stdio.h>
<conio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<time.h>
<math.h>
<inpout32.h> //header file for reading and writing data to pc/104 modules
<Counter.h>
<Encoder.h>
<clock.h>
<Wave.h>
SDK
"NatNetTypes.h"
"NatNetClient.h"

#define DEG2RAD (3.141592/180)
// Our NatNet client object.
NatNetClient natnetClient;
NatNetClient* theClient;
int iConnectionType = ConnectionType_Unicast;
char szMyIPAddress[128] = "192.168.1.3";
char szServerIPAddress[128] = "192.168.1.2";
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// NatNet
void DataHandler(sFrameOfMocapData* data, void* pUserData);
data from the server
bool InitNatNet(LPSTR szIPAddress, LPSTR szServerIPAddress);

// receives

FILE* ec;
char szFile[MAX_PATH];
char szFolder[MAX_PATH];
//unsigned CH_1=4032,CH_2=4039,CH_3=4040;
float pi = 3.141592,scale=10;
unsigned AnalogBase = 0xfc40,EncoderBase = 4032, DigitalBase = 0x300; //Base Addresses of
different modules
float theta1 =
0, tf=0, tp=0,
float theta2 =
float theta3 =

0, thetadd1 = 0, thetad1 = 0, TotalTime = 0.001, t1 = 0, OldTime = 0, t2 =
error=0;
0, thetadd2 = 0, thetad2 = 0, thetah =0, thetahD=0, thetahd=0, thetaod=0;
0, thetadd3 = 0, thetad3 = 0;

float Position1 =
0,OldPosition1=0,Velocity1=0,OldVelocity1=0,SVelocity1=0,OldSVelocity1=0,Accel1=0,SAccel1
=0,OldSAccel1=0,current1=0;
float Position2 =
0,OldPosition2=0,Velocity2=0,OldVelocity2=0,SVelocity2=0,OldSVelocity2=0,Accel2=0,SAccel2
=0,OldSAccel2=0,current2=0;
float Position3 =
0,OldPosition3=0,Velocity3=0,OldVelocity3=0,SVelocity3=0,OldSVelocity3=0,Accel3=0,SAccel3
=0,OldSAccel3=0,current3=0;
float VPosition1=0,VPosition2=0,
VPosition1x=0,VPosition1y=0,VPosition1z=0,VPosition2x=0,VPosition2y=0,VPosition2z=0;
float Obj_theta=0, OldObj_theta=0, Obj_angAcc=0,OldObj_angAcc=0,Objang_index=0;
float Objraw_angle=0,OldObjraw_angle=0, Obj_X=0, Obj_Y=0, OldObj_X=0, OldObj_Y=0,
Obj_angVel=0, OldObj_angVel=0;
float qx=0,qy=0,qz=0, qw=0;
float Iterm1 = 0, Iterm2 = 0, Iterm3 = 0, Iterm31 = 0, Iterm21 = 0, Iterm11 = 0;
float OldIterm11 = 0, OldIterm21 = 0, OldIterm31 = 0, OldIterm3 = 0, OldIterm2 = 0,
OldIterm1 = 0;
long long EncoderCount1 = 0, EncoderCount2 = 0, EncoderCount3 = 0;

float Vout1 = 0, WriteValue1 = 0;
float Vout2 = 0, WriteValue2 = 0;
float Vout3 = 0, WriteValue3 = 0;
float wv1 = 0, wv2 = 0, wv3 = 0;
const float alpha = 0.3, beta = 0.4; // low pass filter parameter. alpha for velocity,
beta for acc.
float km1 = 4.538, ud1 = 0.3371, us1 = 0.7108, j = 0.3786946;//j=0.515577;//j=1.1140255;
//for average torque n=20 motor-1
float km2 = 2.035, ud2 = 0.2780, us2 = 0.4220, j2 =
0.093173;//j2=0.1173187;//j2=0.2959697; //for average torque n=20 motor-2
float km3 = 0.776, ud3 = 0.0240, us3 = 0.1410, j3 = 0.01262411; //for average torque
n=20 motor-3
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float kp1=490,kd1=15;
float kp2=350,kd2=16;
float kp3=70,kd3=7;

/// throwing any trajectory tracking control gains

//float kp1=990,kd1=21;
//float kp2=970,kd2=15;
//float kp3=170,kd3=9;

/// throwing and trajectory tracking control gains

//float kp1=80,kd1=25;
//float kp2=70,kd2=18; // trajectory tracking gains
//float kp3=70,kd3=10;
float kp11=2500,kd11=100;
float kp22=2500,kd22=100;
float kp33=2500,kd33=100;
float kp111=90,kd111=15;
float kp222=80,kd222=13;
float kp333=70,kd333=9;

/// EOM control gains

/// set point control gains

float u1=0,u2=0,u3=0;
float q1i =0,q2i =0,q3i=0,q1f=0,q2f=0,xhi=0,yhi=0,xhr=0,yhr=0,yhiD=0,yhrD=0;
float Time interval = 0.004;
float a1=0,a2=0,a3=0,a4=0,a5=0,a6=0;
float b1=0,b2=0,b3=0,b4=0,b5=0,b6=0;
double X=0,XD=0,XDD=0,Y=0,YD=0,YDD=0;
double k=0,kd=0,kdd=0,u=0,ud=0,udd=0,v=0,vd=0,vdd=0;
double c2=0,s2=0;
float iff1 = 0, ifb1 = 0, iff11 = 0;
float iff2 = 0, ifb2 = 0, iff21 = 0;
float iff3=0,ifb3=0,ifb31=0;
double m11 = 0, m12 = 0, m13 = 0, m21 = 0, m22 = 0, m23 = 0, m31 = 0, m32 = 0, m33 = 0,
m44 = 0, m43 = 0;
double b11 = 0, b12 = 0, b13 = 0, b21 = 0, b22 = 0, b23 = 0, b31 = 0, b32 = 0, b33 = 0,
g11 = 0, g12 = 0, g13 = 0;
double M =0,B=0;
double eta1=0, eta1D=0, Delta=0, zeta=0, sigma1 =0, sigma2=0, sigma3=0, kr=0, Vx=0, Vy=0,
Vz=0;
double Oldeta2 = 0, eta2=0, Oldeta2D =0, eta2D=0, OldPosd = 0, Posd=0, OldVeld = 0,
Veld=0, Sh=0, ShD=0, Accd=0, U=0;
double h=0, hD=0, hDD=0, hDDD=0, Xg=0,Yg=0,OldXg=0, OldYg=0,X_g=0,Y_g=0,OldX_g=0,
OldY_g=0, XgD=0, YgD=0, OldXgD=0, OldYgD=0, XG=0,YG=0,
P1=0,P2=0,Q1=0,Q2=0,Xp=0,Yp=0,Xf=0,Yf=0,Vox=0,Voy=0;
double K1=0,K2=0,K3=0,K4=0;
float temp=0;
const float l1 = 0.2794,l2 = 0.2286, l3 = 0.0635,lc1 = 0.1397,lc2 = 0.1143;
const float m1 = 0.119, m2 = 0.09844, mh = 0.375,M2 = 0.940,M3 = 0.840, mo = 0.1367; //
mass of links and motors
const float In1= 0.3786946,In2 = 0.093173,In3 = 0.01262411, Io = 2.48e-05;
///
moment of inertia of links and motors and object
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double

g = 3.10958, ro = 0.0381, rh = 0.127, Ih = 0;

float data[16500][36];
const float maxPos1 = 60*DEG2RAD, minPos1 =-80*DEG2RAD, maxPos2 = 100*DEG2RAD, minPos2 =
-20*DEG2RAD, maxPos3 = 6*180*DEG2RAD, minPos3 = -6*180*DEG2RAD;
bool isItSafe();
void getSysMatrices();
void recordData(int i);
void getDesiredTraj(float t1, float deltaT);
void getFilteredVel_Acc(float deltaT,int i);
//void getBlancing_code(float deltaT, int i);
void safelanding();

int main()
{
int a = 0;
int i = 0;
int key;
float deltaT = 0;
Out32(DigitalBase+3, 0x80);
0 all out
Out32(DigitalBase+2, 0x00);

//digital board port

Out32(DigitalBase+2, 0xff);
port c0 high
InitNatNet(szMyIPAddress,szServerIPAddress);
printf("\nStoring of data has begun........");

//enable amplifier,

Out32(AnalogBase, 0x10);
//Motor - 1 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 1, 0x00);
Out32(AnalogBase + 2, 0x09);
//Motor - 2 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 3, 0x00);
Out32(AnalogBase + 4, 0x00);
//Motor - 3 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 5, 0x00);

//port c0 low

initial current

initial current

initial current

//Sleep(3000);

printf("\nPress 1 to enter loop........");
scanf("%d",&a);
if(a==1)
EncoderReset(EncoderBase);
Sleep(8000);
StartTick();
while(t1<=25)
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{
t1 = EndTick();
deltaT = t1 - OldTime;
if (deltaT >= Timeinterval)
{
OldTime = t1;
//t1 = t1-0.0045;
natnetClient.SetDataCallback(DataHandler);
EncoderCount1= count(EncoderBase);
EncoderCount2= count(EncoderBase+4);
EncoderCount3= count(EncoderBase+8);
if (EncoderCount3 != 100000 || EncoderCount2 != 100000 ||
EncoderCount1 != 100000)
// if we get any jumps in the encoder reading then we are
reading 100000 (refer encoder.h)
{
/*if (Y_g != OldY_g )
{*/
Position1 = (2 * pi*((float)EncoderCount1)) / (4 * 500 * 156);
//using 4x decoding
Position2 = (2 * pi*((float)EncoderCount2)) / (4 * 500 * 74);
//using 4x decoding
Position3 = (2 * pi*((float)EncoderCount3)) / (4 * 500 * 26);
//using 4x decoding
//Position1 = Position1-0.890118;
//Position2 = Position2-0.3115413;

// trasnformation for set

point control
Position1 = Position1-0.785398;

// trasnformation for

trajectory tracking control
Position2 = Position2+0.785398;
XG = (l1*cos(Position1))+(l2*cos(Position1+Position2));
YG = (l1*sin(Position1))+(l2*sin(Position1+Position2));
getFilteredVel_Acc(deltaT,i);
getSysMatrices(); // M, B, and g from M*thetaDD + B*thetaD +
g = tau.
getDesiredTraj(t1,deltaT);
positions, velocities, accelerations.

// calculates the desired (joint)

/// feedforward and feedback method

current1 = iff1 + ifb1;
//Total Current
current2 = iff2 + ifb2;
current3 = iff3 + ifb3;
/*if (t1>=1)
{
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current3 = iff3+ifb3;
}
else if (t1 >0.5)
{
current3 = 0;
}*/
if (kbhit())
{
key = getch();
if (key == 'k')
break;
}

//press 'k' key to break the loop

if (current1>=4)
{
current1 =4;
}
else if (current1<=-4)
{
current1=-4;
}
if (current2>=3.5)
{
current2 =3.5;
}
else if (current2<=-3.5)
{
current2=-3.5;
}

if (current3>=2.5)
{
current3 =2.5;
}
else if (current3<=-2.5)
{
current3=-2.5;
}
//printf("after cal.\n,current3 = %d",current3);
Vout1 = (current1 * 20) / scale;
//using the amplifier default relation V=(A*10)/S.F
Vout2 = (current2 * 10) / scale;
Vout3 = (current3 * 10) / scale;
WriteValue1 = ((Vout1 * 256) / 5);
WriteValue2 = ((Vout2 * 256) / 5);
WriteValue3 = ((Vout3 * 256) / 5);
if (WriteValue1>0)
{
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Out32(AnalogBase + 0, WriteValue1);
//Motor - 1 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 1, 0x00);
}
else if (WriteValue1<0)
{
wv1 = sign(WriteValue1)*WriteValue1;
Out32(AnalogBase + 0, 0x00);
Out32(AnalogBase + 1, wv1);
}
if (WriteValue2>0)
{
Out32(AnalogBase + 2, WriteValue2);
//Motor - 2 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 3, 0x00);
}
else if (WriteValue2<0)
{
wv2 = sign(WriteValue2)*WriteValue2;
Out32(AnalogBase + 2, 0x00);
Out32(AnalogBase + 3, wv2);
}

if (WriteValue3>0)
{
Out32(AnalogBase + 4, WriteValue3);
//Motor - 3 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 5, 0x00);
}
else if (WriteValue3<0)
{
wv3 = sign(WriteValue3)*WriteValue3;
Out32(AnalogBase + 4, 0x00);
Out32(AnalogBase + 5, wv3);
}
recordData(i);
i++;
//}
}
else
{
Out32(AnalogBase, 0x00);
//Motor - 1 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 1, 0x00);
Out32(AnalogBase + 2, 0x00);
//Motor - 2 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 3, 0x00);
Out32(AnalogBase + 4, 0x00);
//Motor - 3 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 5, 0x00);
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printf("\nError reading encoder count at register values:\n");
}
//OldTime = t1;
OldPosition1 = Position1;
OldPosition2 = Position2;
OldPosition3 = Position3;
OldObj_X = Obj_X;
OldObj_theta = Obj_theta;
OldObjraw_angle=Objraw_angle;

OldXg = Xg;
OldYg = Yg;
OldX_g = X_g;
OldY_g = Y_g;
OldXgD = XgD;
OldYgD = YgD;
Oldeta2 = eta2;
Oldeta2D = eta2D;
OldPosd = Posd;
OldVeld = Veld;
OldIterm3 = Iterm3;
OldIterm31 = Iterm31;
OldVelocity1 = Velocity1;
OldVelocity2 = Velocity2;
OldVelocity3 = Velocity3;

OldSVelocity1 = SVelocity1;
OldSVelocity2 = SVelocity2;
OldSVelocity3 = SVelocity3;
OldSAccel1 = SAccel1;
OldSAccel2 = SAccel2;
OldSAccel3 = SAccel3;
if (isItSafe() == false)
// check position, velocity, and current
break;
}
} //end of while loop
safelanding();
//for safety write some current to return manipulator to its initial position
smooothly, then zero at end
//Out32(AnalogBase, 0X00);
//Motor - 1 command
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//Out32(AnalogBase +
//Out32(AnalogBase +
//Motor - 2 command
//Out32(AnalogBase +
//Out32(AnalogBase +
//Motor - 3 command
//Out32(AnalogBase +

1, 0x00);
2, 0x00);
3, 0x00);
4, 0x00);
5, 0x00);

GetCurrentDirectory(MAX_PATH, szFolder);
sprintf_s(szFile, "%s\\data.dat", szFolder);
ec = fopen(szFile, "w");
printf("\n\n\nWriting data to file.....Please Wait..........");
for (int j = 0; j<i; j++)
{
fprintf(ec,
"%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t
%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n", data[j][1], data[j][2],
data[j][3], data[j][4], data[j][5], data[j][6], data[j][7], data[j][8], data[j][9],
data[j][10], data[j][11], data[j][12], data[j][13], data[j][14], data[j][15],
data[j][16], data[j][17], data[j][18], data[j][19], data[j][20], data[j][21],
data[j][22], data[j][23], data[j][24], data[j][25], data[j][26], data[j][27],
data[j][28], data[j][29], data[j][30], data[j][31], data[j][32], data[j][33],
data[j][34], data[j][35], data[j][36]);
}
printf("\n\n\n........Exiting.........");
getch();
return 0;
}//end of main
void DataHandler(sFrameOfMocapData* data1, void* pUserData)
{
//qx=data1->RigidBodies[0].qx,qy=data1->RigidBodies[0].qy,qz=data1>RigidBodies[0].qz,qw=data1->RigidBodies[0].qw;
////VPosition1 = -atan((2*(qy*qw+qx*qz))/sqrt(1((2*qy*qw+2*qx*qz)*(2*qy*qw+2*qx*qz))));
//VPosition1 = -atan2((2*((qw*qy)-(qz*qx))),(1-2*((qy*qy)-(qz*qz))));
//VPosition1x = data1->RigidBodies[0].x;
//VPosition1y = data1->RigidBodies[0].y;
//VPosition1z = data1->RigidBodies[0].z;
qx=data1->RigidBodies[1].qx,qy=data1->RigidBodies[1].qy,qz=data1>RigidBodies[1].qz,qw=data1->RigidBodies[1].qw;
//VPosition2 = -atan((2*(qy*qw+qx*qz))/sqrt(1((2*qy*qw+2*qx*qz)*(2*qy*qw+2*qx*qz))));
VPosition2 = -atan2((2*((qw*qy)-(qz*qx))),(1-2*((qy*qy)-(qz*qz))));
//VPosition1 = atan2((2*((qw*qy)-(qz*qx))),(1-2*((qy*qy)-(qz*qz))));
VPosition2x = data1->RigidBodies[1].x;
VPosition2y = data1->RigidBodies[1].y;
VPosition2z = data1->RigidBodies[1].z;
//VPosition2 = -VPosition2;
//VPosition1 = VPosition1*(pi/180);
Objraw_angle = VPosition2;
Obj_X = -VPosition2x;
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Obj_Y = VPosition2z;
X_g = ((0.99997*Obj_X)+(-0.00763798817*Obj_Y)+0.5192801);
Y_g = ((0.00763798817*Obj_X)+(0.99997*Obj_Y)+0.017467);
transformation
//Xg = (0.2*X_g) + (1 - 0.2)*OldX_g;
0.3 (Low pass filter - refer wiki)
//Yg = (0.2*Y_g) + (1 - 0.2)*OldY_g;

//

Original

//Smooth Velocity using alpha =

// to keep continuous angle value when acrossing pi(or -pi).
Obj_theta = Objraw_angle + Objang_index*2*3.141592; // converted
angle
if ( fabs(Obj_theta - OldObj_theta) > 3.141592 )
{
if (OldObj_theta > Obj_theta) // pi to -pi region change
{
Objang_index++;
}
else
{
Objang_index--;
}
Obj_theta = Objraw_angle + Objang_index*2*3.141592; // newly
converted angle
}

}

//end of detahadler loop

// Initialize the NatNet client with client and server IP addresses.
bool InitNatNet(LPSTR szIPAddress, LPSTR szServerIPAddress)
{
natnetClient.Initialize(szIPAddress, szServerIPAddress);
return 0;
}
void getFilteredVel_Acc(float
{
Velocity1 = (Position1
Velocity2 = (Position2
Velocity3 = (Position3

deltaT,int i)
- OldPosition1) / deltaT;
- OldPosition2) / deltaT;
- OldPosition3) / deltaT;

if (i>2)
{
SVelocity1 = (alpha*Velocity1)
using alpha = 0.5 (Low pass filter SVelocity2 = (alpha*Velocity2)
SVelocity3 = (alpha*Velocity3)

+ (1 - alpha)*OldSVelocity1;
refer wiki)
+ (1 - alpha)*OldSVelocity2;
+ (1 - alpha)*OldSVelocity3;

Accel1 = (SVelocity1 - OldSVelocity1) / deltaT;
//Acceleration
Accel2 = (SVelocity2 - OldSVelocity2) / deltaT;
Accel3 = (SVelocity3 - OldSVelocity3) / deltaT;

//Smooth Velocity
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SAccel1 = (beta*Accel1) + (1
beta = 0.7 (Low pass filter - refer
SAccel2 = (beta*Accel2) + (1
SAccel3 = (beta*Accel3) + (1
}

- beta)*OldSAccel1;
wiki)
- beta)*OldSAccel2;
- beta)*OldSAccel3;

//Smooth Accel using

/*if (SVelocity1>=7)
{
SVelocity1 =7;
}
else if (SVelocity1<=-7)
{
SVelocity1=-7;
}
if (SVelocity2>=7)
{
SVelocity2 =7;
}
else if (SVelocity2<=-7)
{
SVelocity2=-7;
}
if (SVelocity3>=5)
{
SVelocity3 =5;
}
else if (SVelocity3<=-5)
{
SVelocity3=-5;
}*/
XgD = (X_g-OldX_g) / (deltaT);
YgD = (Y_g-OldY_g) / (deltaT);
XgD = (0.3*XgD) + (1 - 0.3)*OldXgD;
pass filter - refer wiki)
YgD = (0.3*YgD) + (1 - 0.3)*OldYgD;

//Smooth Velocity using alpha =

if (Y_g > 0.3)
{
//printf("temp:%f\n",temp);
if (temp <= Y_g)
{
temp = Y_g;
Xp = X_g;
Yp = Y_g;
//XgD = Vox;
//YgD = Voy;
tp = t1; // peak point time
//printf("\ temp:%f\n",temp);
}
}
}

0.5 (Low
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void getDesiredTraj(float t1, float deltaT)
{
//throwing or trajectory method
if (t1<=0.5)
{
tf =0.5;
xhi = 0.4262;
yhi = -0.1976;
xhr = 0.4262;
yhr = 0;
yhiD = 0;
yhrD = 2.7;
a4 = yhi;
a3 = yhiD;
a2 = ((3*yhr) - (3*yhi) - (tf*yhrD))/(tf*tf);
a1 = (yhrD - (2*a2*tf))/(3*tf*tf);
M = 0.4262;
Y = (a4) + (a3*t1) + (a2*t1*t1) + (a1*t1*t1*t1);
YD = (a3) + (2*a2*t1) + (3*a1*t1*t1);
YDD =(2*a2) + (6*a1*t1);
X = M;
XD = 0;
XDD = 0;
k = (((X*X)+(Y*Y)-(l1*l1)-(l2*l2))/(2*l1*l2));
kd = (((X*XD)+(Y*YD))/(l1*l2));
kdd = (((XD*XD)+(X*XDD)+(YD*YD)+(Y*YDD))/(l1*l2));
theta2 = atan2(sqrt(1-(k*k)),k);
thetad2 = (-kd/sin(theta2));
thetadd2 = -((kdd+(cos(theta2)*thetad2*thetad2))/(sin(theta2)));
c2 = cos(theta2);
s2 = sin(theta2);
u = (Y/X);
ud = (((YD*X)-(Y*XD))/(X*X));
udd = (((((YDD*X)-(Y*XDD))*X)-(2*(YD*X-Y*XD)*XD))/(X*X*X));
v = ((l2*s2) / (l1 + (l2*c2)));
vd = ((l2*((l1*c2*thetad2) + (l2*thetad2)))/ ((l1 + (l2*c2))*(l1 +
(l2*c2))));
vdd = ((l2*((((l1*s2*thetad2*thetad2)+(l1*c2*thetadd2)+(l2*thetadd2))*(l1+(l2*c2)))+(2*((l1*c2*thetad2)+
(l2*thetad2))*l2*s2*thetad2)))/((l1+(l2*c2))*(l1+(l2*c2))*(l1+(l2*c2))));
theta1 = (atan2(Y, X) - atan2((l2*s2), (l1 + (l2*c2))));
thetad1 = ((ud / (1 + (u*u))) - (vd / (1 + (v*v))));
thetadd1 = ((((udd*(1+(u*u)))-(2*u*ud*ud))/((1+(u*u))*(1+(u*u))))(((vdd*(1+(v*v)))-(2*v*vd*vd))/((1+(v*v))*(1+(v*v)))));
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theta3 = -theta1 - theta2;
thetad3 = -thetad1 - thetad2;
thetadd3 = -thetadd1 - thetadd2;
iff1 =
(((m11*thetadd1)+(m12*thetadd2)+(m13*thetadd3))+((b11*SVelocity1)+(b12*SVelocity2)+(b13*S
Velocity3))+(g11)+(ud1*SVelocity1)+(sign(SVelocity1)*us1)) / km1;
iff2 =
(((m21*thetadd1)+(m22*thetadd2)+(m23*thetadd3))+((b21*SVelocity1)+(b22*SVelocity2)+(b23*S
Velocity3))+(g12)+(ud2*SVelocity2)+(sign(SVelocity2)*us2)) / km2;
//FeedFordard
Current
iff3 =
(((m31*thetadd1)+(m32*thetadd2)+(m33*thetadd3))+((b31*SVelocity1)+(b32*SVelocity2)+(b33*S
Velocity3))+(g13)+(ud3*SVelocity3)+(sign(SVelocity3)*us3)) / km3;
ifb1 = (kp1*(theta1 - Position1)) + (kd1*(thetad1 - SVelocity1));
//FeedBack Current
ifb2 = (kp2*(theta2 - Position2)) + (kd2*(thetad2 - SVelocity2));
ifb3 = (kp3*(theta3 - Position3)) + (kd3*(thetad3 - SVelocity3));

}

// catching control method.
else if ((YG+Y_g)>0.15)
{

if(X_g > 0.25 && X_g < 0.5 && Y_g >-0.12)
the object is with in these limits
{
Xf = Xp + XgD *(t1-tp);
Yf = Yp - (g*(t1-tp)*(t1-tp)/2);

// control law calculates if

X = X_g;
XD = 0;
XDD = 0;
Y = 0;
YD = 0;
YDD = 0;
k = (((X*X)+(Y*Y)-(l1*l1)-(l2*l2))/(2*l1*l2));
kd = (((X*XD)+(Y*YD))/(l1*l2));
kdd = (((XD*XD)+(X*XDD)+(YD*YD)+(Y*YDD))/(l1*l2));
theta2 = atan2(sqrt(1-(k*k)),k);
thetad2 = (-kd/sin(theta2));
thetadd2 = -((kdd+(cos(theta2)*thetad2*thetad2))/(sin(theta2)));
c2 = cos(theta2);
s2 = sin(theta2);
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u = (Y/X);
ud = (((YD*X)-(Y*XD))/(X*X));
udd = (((((YDD*X)-(Y*XDD))*X)-(2*(YD*X-Y*XD)*XD))/(X*X*X));
v = ((l2*s2) / (l1 + (l2*c2)));
vd = ((l2*((l1*c2*thetad2) + (l2*thetad2)))/ ((l1 + (l2*c2))*(l1 +
(l2*c2))));
vdd = ((l2*((((l1*s2*thetad2*thetad2)+(l1*c2*thetadd2)+(l2*thetadd2))*(l1+(l2*c2)))+(2*((l1*c2*thetad2)+
(l2*thetad2))*l2*s2*thetad2)))/((l1+(l2*c2))*(l1+(l2*c2))*(l1+(l2*c2))));
theta1 = (atan2(Y, X) - atan2((l2*s2), (l1 + (l2*c2))));
thetad1 = ((ud / (1 + (u*u))) - (vd / (1 + (v*v))));
thetadd1 = ((((udd*(1+(u*u)))-(2*u*ud*ud))/((1+(u*u))*(1+(u*u))))(((vdd*(1+(v*v)))-(2*v*vd*vd))/((1+(v*v))*(1+(v*v)))));
//printf("thetad:%f,thetad:%f/n",thetad1,thetad2);
iff1 = (((kp111*(theta1 - Position1)) - (kd111*(SVelocity1)) + g11
+(ud1*SVelocity1)+(sign(SVelocity1)*us1))/km1);
iff2 = (((kp222*(theta2 - Position2)) - (kd222*(SVelocity2)) + g12
+(ud2*SVelocity2)+(sign(SVelocity2)*us2))/km2);
//SET point control method (spong 1st
method)
ifb1 = 0;
ifb2 = 0;

}
}

thetah = Position3;
thetahD = SVelocity3;
kr = ((rh+ro)/(rh*ro));
Sh = (Obj_theta-thetah)/kr;
Ih = (0.5*mh*(rh*rh))+(In3);
m11 = (Ih+Io+(mo*(rh+ro)*(rh+ro)));
m12 = mo*(rh+ro)*(rh+ro)/rh+Io*kr;
m22 = kr*kr*(mo*ro*ro+Io);
//m43 = (((2*mo*rh*ro)+(mo*(ro*ro))+(Io*rh*kr)+(mo*(rh*rh)))/(rh));
//m44 = (((2*mo*rh*ro)+(mo*(ro*ro))+(Io*(rh*rh)*(kr*kr))+(mo*(rh*rh)))/(rh*rh));
sigma2 = 1/(rh*m22);
sigma3 = 1-m12/(rh*m22);
sigma1 = mo*g*(rh+ro)/rh;
thetahd = 0;
thetaod = 0;

Xg = (l1*cos(theta1))+(l2*cos(theta1+theta2));
Yg = (l1*sin(theta1))+(l2*sin(theta1+theta2));
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//eta2 = thetah + (Sh/rh);

// eta2 value from matlab

//eta2 = asin((-0.0255-Obj_X)/(rh+ro));
// from vision co-ordinates for constant
motor-3
//eta2 = asin((0.4888-X_g)/(rh+ro))-0.0624189; // from global co-ordinates for
motor-3
eta2 = asin((XG-X_g)/(rh+ro));
// for global co-ordinates with moving all
the links
eta2D = (eta2-Oldeta2)/deltaT;
eta2D = (alpha*(eta2D))+((1-alpha)*(Oldeta2D));
ShD = rh*(eta2D-thetahD);
eta1 = (m22*ShD)+(m12*thetahD);
Delta = thetah-thetahd;
zeta = thetahD;

// low pass filter

if (t1>=0.01)
// control starts after 0.1 sec to
eliminate error
{
if ((YG+Y_g)<0.15)
// control starts if object is near to
the disk YG is the center of hand in terms of Y coordinate
//if (Y_g < 0.2)
{
/*K1 =8102.6,K2=284.7,K3=-6.5,K4=12;*/
// poles at -3
K1 =1698.5,K2=72.7,K3=-0.1,K4=4;
// better balancing
with poles at -1
Vz = -(K1*eta1)-(K2*eta2)-(K3*Delta)-(K4*zeta);
}
}
else
{
Vz =0;
}
if (t1<0.012)
// eliminate error in eta2 by giving initial
values is non zero
{
eta2 = 0.0046;
eta2D = (eta2-Oldeta2)/deltaT;
eta2D = (alpha*(eta2D))+((1-alpha)*(Oldeta2D)); // low pass filter
ShD = rh*(eta2D-thetahD);
eta1 = (m22*ShD)+(m12*thetahD);
Delta = thetah-thetahd;
zeta = thetahD;
K1 =1698.5,K2=72.7,K3=-0.1,K4=4;
// better balancing with poles at -1
Vz = -(K1*eta1)-(K2*eta2)-(K3*Delta)-(K4*zeta);
}
Accd = Vz;
Veld = OldVeld+(Accd*deltaT);
// vel and
position from integrating Vz(Accz) for feedback
Posd = OldPosd+(OldVeld*deltaT)+(0.5*Accd*(deltaT*deltaT));
// balancing control law
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if ((YG+Y_g)<0.15)
{
iff3 = ((In3*Accd)+(ud3*SVelocity3)+(sign(SVelocity3)*us3)) / km3;
ifb3 = (kp3*(Posd - Position3)) + (kd3*(Veld - SVelocity3));
}
else
{
iff3 = 0;
ifb3 = 0;
}
}
void getSysMatrices()
{
/// We need to check whether we'll use the desired theta or acutal?
m11 =
((m1*lc1*lc1)+(m2*l1*l1)+(2*m2*lc2*l1*cos(Position2))+(m2*lc2*lc2)+((mh+M3)*l1*l1)+(2*(mh
+M3)*l2*l1*cos(Position2))+((mh+M3)*l2*l2)+(In1+In2+In3));
m12 =
((m2*lc2*l1*cos(Position2))+(m2*lc2*lc2)+((mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(Position2))+((mh+M3)*l2*l2)+(
In2+In3));
m13 = In3;
m21 =
((m2*lc2*l1*cos(Position2))+(m2*lc2*lc2)+((mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(Position2))+((mh+M3)*l2*l2)+(
In2+In3));
m22 = ((m2*lc2*lc2)+((mh+M3)*l2*l2)+In2+In3);
m23 = In3;
m31 = In3;
m32 = In3;
m33 = In3;
b11
b12
b13
b21
b22
b23
b31
b32
b33

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(((-m2*lc2*l1*sin(Position2))-((mh+M3)*l2*l1*sin(Position2)))*SVelocity2);
(-l1*sin(Position2)*(m2*lc2+(mh+M3)*l2)*(SVelocity1+SVelocity2));
0;
(SVelocity1*l1*sin(Position2)*(m2*lc2+(mh+M3)*l2));
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

g11 =
((m1*g*lc1*cos(Position1))+(m2*g*(l1*cos(Position1)+lc2*cos(Position1+Position2)))+((mh+M
3)*g*(l1*cos(Position1)+l2*cos(Position1+Position2)))+M2*l1*g*cos(Position1));
g12 =
((m2*g*lc2*cos(Position1+Position2))+((mh+M3)*g*l2*cos(Position1+Position2)));
g13 = 0;
}
void recordData(int i)
{
//Storing data
data[i][1] = t1;
and 2
data[i][2] = theta1;

//For Motor 1
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data[i][3]
data[i][4]
data[i][5]
data[i][6]
data[i][7]

=
=
=
=
=

thetad1;
thetadd1;
Position1;
SVelocity1;
SAccel1;

data[i][8] = theta2;
data[i][9] = thetad2;
data[i][10] = thetadd2;
data[i][11] = Position2;
data[i][12] = SVelocity2;
data[i][13] = SAccel2;
data[i][14]
data[i][15]
data[i][16]
data[i][17]
data[i][18]
data[i][19]

=
=
=
=
=
=

current3;
Vz;
SAccel3;
Posd;
Veld;
Position3;

data[i][20]
data[i][21]
data[i][22]
data[i][23]

=
=
=
=

zeta;
eta1;
eta2;
Delta;

//Motor 3

data[i][24] = YgD;
data[i][25] = XgD;
data[i][26] = Y_g;
data[i][27] = X_g;
data[i][28] = XG;
data[i][29] = YG;
data[i][30] = Xg;
data[i][31] = Yg;
data[i][32] = Xf;
data[i][33] = Yf;
data[i][34] = tp;
data[i][35] = Xp;
data[i][36] = Yp;
}
bool isItSafe()
{
if ( (Position1 >= maxPos1 || Position1 <= minPos1) || (Position2 >= maxPos2 ||
Position2 <= minPos2) || (Position3 >= maxPos3 || Position3 <= minPos3) )
{
printf("\nError reading encoder count in position:\n");
printf("position1:%f, position2:%f, position3:%f\n", Position1, Position2,
Position3);
return false;
}
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/*if ((SVelocity1 >=7.5 || SVelocity1 <=-7.5) || (SVelocity2 >= 7.5 || SVelocity2
<= -7.5) || (SVelocity3 >=7.1 || SVelocity3 <=-7.1 ))
{
printf("\nError reading encoder count in Velocity:\n");
printf("SVelocity1:%f, SVelocity2:%f, SVelocity3:%f\n", SVelocity1,
SVelocity2, SVelocity3);
return false;
}*/
if ((current1 >=4.01 || current1 <=-4.01) || (current2 >= 3.51 || current2 <=3.51) || (current3 >=2.51 || current3 <=-2.51))
{
printf("\nError reading encoder count in Current:\n");
printf("current1:%f, current2:%f, current3:%f\n", current1, current2,
current3);
return false;
}
if (t1>0.1)
{
if(X_g < 0.24 && X_g > 0.51)
// control law calculates if the object is
with in these limits
{
printf("\n error in object position in X axis- out of bounds\n");
printf("\ Xg:%f",Xg);
return false;
}
}
if (t1>=0.6)
{
if ( Y_g < -0.321)
{
printf("\n error in object position in Y axis - out of bounds\n");
printf("\ Yg:%f",Yg);
return false;
}
}
return true;
}
void safelanding()
{
for(int y=0x10,z=0x09;y>=0x00,z>=0x00;y--,z--)
in heaxa decimal
{
Out32(AnalogBase ,y);
//Motor - 1 command
Out32(AnalogBase+1,0x00);
Out32(AnalogBase+2,z);
//Motor - 2 command
Out32(AnalogBase+3,0x00);
Out32(AnalogBase + 4, 0x00);
//Motor - 3 command
Out32(AnalogBase + 5, 0x00);

// y & z are
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printf("before sleep.\n,y = %d,z = %d",y,z);
Sleep(500);
printf("after sleep.\n,y = %d,z = %d",y,z);
}
for(int y=0x05;y>=0x00;y--)
{
Out32(AnalogBase ,y);
//Motor - 1 command
Out32(AnalogBase+1,0x00);
printf("before sleep.\n,y = %d",y);
Sleep(500);
printf("after sleep.\n,y = %d",y);
}
printf("Successfully Applied Home current...........\n");
}

